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Lassiter Disqualifies Himself

Special Judge To Be Appointed
To Preside Over Curris' Lawsuit

A special judge is expected to be apwithin a day or two to hear a
suit filed by Murray State University
President Constantine Curris Wednesday over an effort by the MSU Board of
Regents to remove Curris from the
presidency.
John Palrnore, chief justice of the
Kentucky Supreme Court, has been
asked by Calloway County Circuit
Judge James M. Lassiter to make the
appointment after Lassiter disqualified
himself Wednesday afternoon.
Lassiter said today that he anpointed

ticipates that a judge from out,ide the
Jackson Purchase region will be
selected to preside over the proceedings and that the hearing could be
held as early as next week,
Curris' suit asks the court to enjoin
the board of regents from implementing a resolution passed Feb. 22 that
relieves him of most of his presidential
powers. The suit also asks the court to
restrain five members of the board
from participating in a scheduled
March 211 meeting at which dismissal
charges filed against Curris are to he

heard
Lassiter said that he disqualified
himself from hear
the min because
two members of ttit. board of regents,
as well as Curris' wife, Jo, are regularly practicing attorneys in the Calloway
County Bar.
'
In his order certifying the need for a
special judge to hear Vie ea*. Lassiter
said he "is a graduatk of Murray'. State
University and has been active in alumni affairs as well as numerous protrams and activites of the university,
some of which are known to be a part of

Twelve Enter Pleas In Circuit Court
Twelve persons entered guilty pleas
to various charges in Calloway County
Circuit Court Wednesday, according to
commonwealth's
attorney
Ron
Christopher.
According to court records:
- Ronald Greer pled guilty to three
counts of third degree burglary and one
count of theft of over $100. The commonwealth recommended one year in
the penitentiary on each count.
- The commonwealth recommended
a two-year penitentiary sentence for
Kevin Mott, who pled guilty to trafficking in a Schedule II non-narcotic controlled substance.
- Robert Dean pled guilty to third
degree burglary, resisting arrest and to
being a second degree persistent felony
offender. The commonwealth recommended 10 years in the penitentiary.
- The commonwealth recommended

INITIAL PLANNING - Dr. Mike Hurdzan, lower right, and Jack Kidwell,
upper left center, Columbus, Ohio, architects, were on the Murray State
University campus Monday4with initial plans and specifications for the
university's proposed Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course. Examining
the layouts, from the lower left clockwise, are: Tal Fannin, acting director
of maintenance; Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, executive director of the MSU
Foundation; Golf Coach R. T.(Buddy) Hewitt; Alvis Jones, maintenance; L
D. Miller, Murray, who donated the 173-acre tract for the course; and Dr.
Sal Matarazzo, a member of the planning committee.

two years in the penitentiary for Roger
Edwards, who pled guilty to third
degree burglary.
- Leslie Hunter pled guilty to trafticking in a Schedule II non-narcotic
controlled substance. Special prosecutor Mark Bryant, commonwealth's
attorney for McCracken County,
recommended one year in the penitentiary to be probated for a period of one
year on her good behavior,
- The commonwealth recommended
a one-year penitentiary sentence for
Michael Smock, who pled guilty to
receiving stolen property.
- Leslie Latimer pled guilty to three
counts of theft by deception of less than
$100. The commonwealth recommended one year in the county jail on each
count. She will serve 30 days of the
sentence with the remainder of the
sentence being probated on the condi-

Committee Chairpersons Meet For April 24 Event

Planning For Special Olympics Underway
It's a day when there are no losers just winners, from the participants to
everyone connected with the event.
Special Olympics, a nationwide program of athletic training and competition for mentally retarded children and
adults, will be held locally Friday, April
24, at Murray State University's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Gayle Wadlington, west Kentucky
Special Olympic Coordinator, held a
meeting Wednesday to elect committee
chairpersons of the 10th annual event.
Chairmen elected included Dr. Allen
Beane, divisional director of the special
education department, opening
ceremonies; Steve Street and Gretchen
Bebb, special education teachers,
registration; Tens Shultz and Jim

Carter, graduate students, volunteers;
and Sam Minner, special education
teacher, awarcLs.
Beane brought the first Special Olympics to Murray in 1972.
The opening ceremonies parade will
begin at 9:30 a.m, and the events will
start at 10.
Events include 400-meter dash, 200meter dash, 50-meter dash, possible
relays, standing long jump, softball
throw, pentathion, wheelchair 25
meters and swimming.
Several individuals are needed to
help with the meet, including coaches.
chaperones, organizers, clerks, finish
judges, timers, pickers and huggers.
Anyone in the community wanting to

help with this year's Special Olympics
is ask to call Wadlington at the MurrayCalloway County Mental Health Services, 753-6622.
Created and sponsored nationally by
the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation,
Special Olympics is held to contribute
to the physical, social and
psychological development of mentally
retarded citizens.
The local meet, jointly sponsored by
Murray State, the West Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc. and the West Kentucky Special Olympics, will host about
350 people from the Purchase area
counties. Participants compete as individuals and there are some team
competitions.

Winners of the Murray meet 'will go
on to compete in the state meet June 5-7
at the Western Kentucky University.
campus in Bowling Green.
National competition only is held
every four years. The next national
meet will be in July 19&3 at Louisiana
State University, Batron Rouge.
Special Olympics began in 1968 with a
national meet for 1,000 children cosponsored by the Kennedy Foundation
and the Chicago Park-District.
Training programs are encouraged
year-round, involving broader aspects
of physical education rather than simply training for a specific event.
In additional to the United States,
several other countries have joined
Special Olympics.

Friends Of KET To Conduct'Tele-Fund '81
Phones throughout Calloway County
will be ringing March 9 and 10 as the
Friends of KET will conduct "TeleFund '81," a county-wide telephone
campaign to raise funds for the Kentucky Educational Network.
Organized locally by Irma
LaFollette, Western Kentucky regional
chairman, and Carole Hahn, Calloway
County chairman, the second annual
Tele-Fund is part of a statewide effort

to raise money for evening and
weekend, programming which is produced for and about Kentucky and Kentuckians.
"We are not only striving to raise
money for special programs about Kentucky, but we're creating a statewide
network of volunteers who are willing
to work together to create awareness
about KET," LaFollette said.
"Many people in the state don't
realize that while KET 'in-school' pro-

gramming is supported by state funds,
evening and weekend programming
depends on the support and donations of
Friends of KET," she added."We want
to spread the message, as well as raise
money for the network, and we need
everyone's help to do that."
The first Tele-Fund, held last August,
raised over $51,000. This year's goal has
been set at $100,000.
-.All pi .th., c 'night sound like a lot of
money," LaFollette said, "But it's not

when you think of what KET must pay
for just one series. 'Sesame Street,' for
instance, cost over $47,500 to air last
year. This year, that cost jumped to
more than $55,000. It's for this reason
that Friends are so vital."
Anyone interested in helping with the
county Tele-Fund or wanting more information about KET services or prograrrung should call LaFollette at 7539470 or Hahn at 753-0309.

1 Co-Sponsored By Hospital, MSU Continuing Education
4

Hospice Program Offers Understanding
By ROGER MATTHEWS
Mr. Smith' is dying. He lies in a
hospital bed, his wife sitting at his side.
A victim of terminal cancer, he has little hope.
Mary, a young housewife, has
lukemia. She also is dying. Her husband
and young daughter do not know how to
cope with the family crisis. They are
troubled and confused.
The fictitious characters could be any
patient with a terminal illness. Too
often neighbors, friends and family
neglect the dying and the victims
become statistics.
A new "hospice" program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital is offering
terminally ill patients and their
families care and understanding.
Co-sponsored by the hospital and the
Office of Continuing Education at Murray'
, State University, the program
seeks to give the dying "more than
Sympathy."
Working in teams composed of the
patient's doctor, a nurse, minister,
social worker and community
volunteers, members help the patient
and family cope with both the physical
pain and the mental distress.
Keeping the patient active and 40.

home for as long as possible is part of
the hospice program. The teams work
closely with hospital personnel and a
room is reserved for use when needed.
Volunteers in the hospice program attend classes co
-sponsored by the
hospital and Murray State. A second
group is now enrolled.
The first class, 54 volunteers, was
certified in January after completing
the training program of 12 hours of instruction. The participants receive 1.2
hours of continuing education credit
units.
Hospices were first established in
Europe in medieval times by rsligious
orders to care for the sick and wounded.
St. Christopher's Hospice in England,
the original model of the growing movement in the United States, was founded
by Dr. Cicely Saunders in 1967.
Dr. Ruth Cole, former chairman of
the Department of Nursing at Murray
State, is director of the local hospice
program. She believes it is a unique service.
"The program supports the family
and patient by use of both professional
and health service workers and lay
See HOSPICE,
Page 8,Column 5

tion that she make full restitution to
each crime victim_
- The commonwealth recommended
two years in the penitentiary for Steve
Clark, who pled guilty to third degree
burglary and theft of over $100.
- Kenny Jackson pled guilty to three
counts of third degree burglary and two
counts of theft of over $100. The commonwealth recommended three years
in the penitentiary.
- The commonwealth recommended
a fine of WOW for David Bowker, who
pled guilty to trafficking in a Schedule
II narcotic controlled substance and
trafficking in a Schedule III nonnarcotic controlled substance.
Roy Youngblood pled guilty to theft
of over $100. The commonwealth
recommended one year in the penitenWry.
Dean and Edwards will receive final
sentencing today. Greer, Mott, Smock,
Clark, Jackson. Bowkef and
Youngblood will be sentenced March
27.
In misdemeanor proceedings,
Melissa Dean pled guilty to criminal
facilitation. The commonwealth recommended one year in the county jail. She
will serve 30 days with the remainder of
the sentence being probated on the condition other good behavior.

tie (inflict *Iiith exists between the
plaintiff and defendants and are likely
to be included in the charges made
against the plaintiff and referred to Is
the complaint."
Curris is represented in the action by
attorneys William Logan of the firm of
Logan, Morton and Whitledge of
Madisonville and Wm. Donald Overlie)
of Overbey and Overbey law firm, MUIray.
The board voted 6-4 to prefer charges
against Curris in the early morning
hours of Feb. 22,following a 10-hour executive session which began at 2:30
p.m. the previous day.
Curris argues in the suit that the five
regents would not give him a fair and
impartial hearing because they
allegedly voted to oust him during a
..,losing meeting Feb. 7. Board chair•nan Ron Christopher of Murray has
naintained that no action was taken in
that meeting and that the executive session concluded with the board "considering itself deadlocked" on the issue.
The regents Curris' suit asks be exeluded from the hearing are Jere MeCuiston, Trenton; Bill Morgan, Benton:
Jerry Woodall, Lexington; faculty
regent Steve West, Murray; and student regent Terry Clark, Murray.
Those five, along with Christopher.
cast the six votes to bring charge,
against Curris. Voting not to prefe:
charges were board vice chairman Bill
Carneal, Sara Page, Charles Howard
and Ed Settle.
Curris claims in the suit that prior to
the Feb. 7 meeting -certain members"
of the board -organized an effort
among themselves" to oust him from
the university presdency "in direct
violation of his contract rights. and
without charges, notice or hearing" as
required by Kentucky statutes.
Curris' suit also charges that the
board took action on the dismissal proposal in the Feb. 7 meeting. The KenSee LAWSUIT,
Page 8, Column 5

Teuton Named Dean
Of Economic Institute
Bill 1.. Teuton, executive vicepresident of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, has
been appointed Dean of the Economic
Development Institute as the University of Oklahoma. A joint announcement
of the appointment for the 1981 Institute
was made by the University of
Oklahoma and the American Economic
Development Council, the sponsoring
organizations.
Teuton will continue to serve fulltime at the local chamber of commerce
office.
The Institute, which is in its 20th
year, has been acclaimed as the school
of Industrial and Economic Development for professional developers. Some
400 students from the United States,

Parks Board To Hear
Swim Team, Theatre
Representatives
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will hear representatives from
the Murray-Calloway County swim
team and the Murray-CallMvay, County
Community Theatre Arts at its Tuesday. March 10, meeting.
The meeting is set for 5:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County courthouse.
In addition to the finance report and
the director's report, other items on the
agenda include establishing a policy for
the Community Theatre electric payment.

Canada and other free world countrie.
attend the one-week session, three
year-program each year.
Teuton, a 1968 graduate, has served
in leadership roles as a lecturer, discussion leader, class director, chairman of
admissions and assistant dean. In his
role as dean he will be responsible for
administering a program that uses 65
lecturers and a staff 01 24.
Dr. Jerry Ruffin, director of the in- '
stitute for the University stated. "In
our 20 year history we have not had
anyone more qualified to fill the dean
position. Bill has been an asset to this
institute for years. His devotion to the
educating of professional developers
and ability to get a job done gives us
every confidence that the institute will
continue to progress and remain the
number one program in the world for
economic development."
Teutpn is the fifth person to serve as
dean. Others who have served are
Harry Clark, Midland, Texas: Larry
Cohick, Greensboro, N.C.: William
Hall, Pueblo, Co.; and Richard Kelso.
Augusta, Maine,

Loyd Arnold Files
For City Council
Loyd B. Arnoldhas filed for the Murray' City Council, according to count)
clerleMarvin Harris.
Arnold is presently serving on the
council. Others seeking election to the
council are Steve Sammons, David Hill,
Billy J. Balentine and Ruby Hale.

inside today
The Murray High and Calloway County High boys and girls open
district tournament action tonight at Marshall County Details are on
Page 6,

today's index

NEW HOSPICE CLASSES - Drylikuth Cole, director of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospice Prograrl, teaches a new class of volunteers in the
program which deals with `the-care of the entire family of a terminally ill
patient. The 12-hour training course is offered through the hospital and
Murray State University's Office of Continuing Education. Dr. Cole is former chairman of the Department of Nursiffrat Murray State.
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clear and
colder
Clearing and colder tonight.
low 20 to gs. Partly sunny and
cool Friday. high 45 to 50.
Little or no precipitation with
temperatures slightly below normal Saturday through Monday
Highs through the period will
range from the 40s to loss' 50s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
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Kentucky lake
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Community Happenings

Luncheon Planned

,

PAGE

the women of the Murray Country Club will have a luncheon on Wednesday, March 11, at 12 noon at the club.
Reservations should be made by Monday, March 9, by calling Frances Hulse at 753-5534 or Jerlene Sullivan at 753-3526.
Other hostesses will be Betty Jo Purdoin,Sue Brown. Betty
Stewart, Mickey Phillips, Frances Richey ,Sue Morris. Mary
Watson, Judy Krouse, Leisa Faughn, Marilyn Delaney Exit'
Hill,Sue Costello. Sandy Coleman. and Anna Mary Adams.
Billie Cohoon and Peggy Shoemaker are general chairmeii
for the ladies day luncheons for this year at the country club

Dealt)

Thursday. March 5
Alpha Mu Chapter of EpMurray Civitan Club will
meet at 7 pin at Joe's Fanieb silon Sigma Alpha International will meet at 7 p.m ill
Restauraid.
the home of Jean Fleming
Call0Way-Marshall

Chapter will it ieet at
Friday. March 6
7 p in. at Ow Calloway Publii
World Day. of Prayer will be
I ibrary sith William G Hart observed
with a program at 10
M I as speaker. _
a.m, at the First Presbyterian
Organizational meeting ol Church. This is sponsored by.
Aircralt Church Women United and the
Experimental
Association will be held ao public is invited.
Paris-Henry County Airport
Paris, Tenn., at 7 p.m
Membership is open and call
A chemistry seminar will be
Robert Miller, I-901-64'2-2171
presented at 3:30 p.m in room
for information.
312, Blackburn Science
Aftei School Bible Club sib Building, Murray State
incel at the First Christian University. This is open to the
Church
public.
I Utthetes

By Abigail Van Buren

Loving Words Ease
Couple's Heavy chemical
Burden
engineer,

DEAR ABBY I am a 55-year•old
married to a 52-year-old woman for 32 years.
Since last August I have suffered a heart attack, my wife
has had a malignant tumor and one kidney removed, my 64year-old sister died of cancer, my wife's 46-year-old sister
The Women's Society of the Northside Independent Church
died of cancer, and our closest friend has just been
will have a bake sale on Saturday March 7, starting at 9 a.m.
diagnosed as terminal with an inoperable brain tumor.
next to Otasco's in the Bel Air Shopping Center.
And as if that's not bad enough, two of our three children
Baked items will be on sale and the public is urged to athave hit bottom — drugs,alcohol,charged with rubbery and
tend, a church spokesman said.
all the other things that tear parents up. In one month I
must return to the hospital for removal of an aneurysm and
replacement by aorta- graft.
o Yesterday I came home and found a "love letter" from my
wife. It read in part), "Darling, you are like a rock and lam
like a balloon. And if we weren't tied together, I'd have
ACESTRA G CORN. JR.
floated off into space long ago and burst! Thank you for
your commitment to a lasting marriage. I don't know all the
hurts I've caused you, but knowing myself, I've caused you
"It is not talking nonsense would produce four spade
plenty. I just want to say I love you. and I'm glad you love
that offends, but talking it in tricks (other than a singleme.- Abby, my spirits are high, and I feel so lucky I had to
share this with someone.
the name of principles " -- ton queen)
I MARRIED AN ANGEL tATHENS, GA.)
Had East held the spade
Jean Rostand
queen, a simple cover of
DEAR MARRIED: Your letter started out like the
dummy's 10 would promote
"I made an overtrick in a spade winner for the
Book of Job, but what a lovely 0. Henry ending!
Thanks for sharing. And may you and your angel
my small slam contract for defense
enjoy another 32 years together.
a very fine score And it was
The immediate finesse of
all because I played for the dummy's 10 wins whenever
•••
queen to he over the jack
NORTH
3-5-A
This was a statement
•K 10
DEAR ABBY: A woman signed ENVIOUS wrote in to list
overheard at the ACBL Fall
•A 9 2
all the advantages of being "the other woman" instead of
•Q 6 5 3
National Tournament.
the wife. Well, she is all wet. I have been the other woman,
▪ J iO4
Declarer did make his overand 1 know firsthand that it's a losing game. I was married.
EAST
trick, but the rest of his log- WEST
My lover wasn't, but he was living with a woman who
+7542
ic was nonsense. This was •Q 9 8
watched him closer than most wives watch their husbands.
•7 64
•QJ 108
the interesting deal.
He managed to see me anyway. He kept telling me he loved
•..1 109 7
•4 2
Declarer won his diamond +732
me, but as long as I was a married woman there was no hope
+985
ace and, without further
of marrying me, so he might as well live with this' other
SOUTH
ado, he led a spade to
woman and let her keep house and cook for him.
•A J 6 3
I was so in love with him that after two years I couldn't
dummy's 10 to take the
•K 5 3
stand it, so I got a divorce. Did he marry me? Are you
trick The king and ace pro•A K 8
kidding? He ran like his pants were on fire!
•A K 6
duced West's queen and now
LOVED AND LOST
declarer had his 13 tricks
and a very nice score.
DEAR LOVED: From the sound of your lover, you
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
It was right for declarer
didn't lose much.
to play as he did, but one South The bidding
might as well play for the South West North East
Pass
6 NT- All pass
overtrick for the right 2 NT
reasons. To ptay for the
DEAR ABBY: Recently a woman signed G. IN JERSEY
queen to lie over the jack
Opening lead Diamond jack
asked, "Now that I'm a career woman, why; 'can't my
may have some basis in the
husband be as supportive of my career as I was of his?" You
typical rubber bridge game,
said, "He must be the exception; most men are very
but in these days, computer- West has the spade queen
supportive of their wives' careers."
dealt hands are used at all with no more than two other
Usually you are so "right on" that it's hard to believe that
large tournaments. Accord- cards and loses only when
you were so out to lunch on this subject. I took that column
to work with me, and you should have heard the reaction
ingly. the imperfections of East was dealt a singleton
queen.
from the 30 women with whom I work! They said, "Abby
the shuffle have no bearing.
and he is the
Clearly, the odds favor
must be referring to her own husband
The correct reason for
exception."
Souttcto finesse to dummy's the immediate finesse and
Abby, my husband has never lifted a'1?nger to help me in
spa* 10 has to do with con- South would have been betmy career, although I have given him tremendous emoservation of his intermedi- ter placed had he taken his
tional and financial support in his. I've helped him
ate cards (a principle simi- overtrick and kept quiet
entertain his bosses and clients, but he would never do the
lar to leading up to one's about principles.
same for me.
honor cards). Had he tried to
It the kids were sick, he'd think I had lost my mind if I
finesse the .other way, no
Bid with Corn
suggested that he miss work because I had an important
distribution of the cards
business trip scheduled. His career is all that matters to
South holds 3-5-B
him. He constantly belittles mine, although I help pay the
bills. All the women at work agreed that their husbands feel
•K 10
the same as mine.
•A 9 2
As a surprise for my husband's next birthday, I am giving
•Q 6 5 3
him a divorce!
•Q J 104
FED UP IN SPOKANE
North South
• ••
1•
2

Bake Sale Saturday

THE

Murray Wun.eil if the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon

Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Parish
Centel 'if St. Leoi*s Catholic
ourch.

Saturday, March 7
Murray State Racer
Shopping for senior citizens baseball team will meet the'
will be held and call 753-0'.r29 University of Illinois at 2 30
I y 9 15 a.m. for morning shop- p.m. at Reagan Field, Murray
ping and by 11:30 a ill 11ir State
afternoon shopping.
--An open horse show, Sri .11
Saturday. March 7
sored by the New Provident....
Square and round dancing Riding Club, will start al 4.30
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the p.m. at the West Kentucks
Woodmen of the World Hall.
livestock and Exposition.
Admission will be II.
Temple Hill Lodge Noo. 270 Center.
Free and Accepted Masons is
Roger Withrow Invitatioo
scheduled Onkel at 7 p.m at
Rifle Match will be sponsored
the lodge hall.
by the Murray State Rifle
4 p.m. at
Prayer breakfast of the Full Team from 7 a.m. to
Stadium Range
Gospel
Business
Men's the Stewart
rifle
Fellowship will be at 8 a.m. at This is an open National
Association competition for
the Triangle Ina.
teams and individuals from
People Without Partner, the southeastern United
meeting will be at p.m. at the States.
I ,akeland Parrish Center,
Highway 68. Barbeque plus
Bake sale by Women's.
potluck will be served follow- Society of Northside Indepened by a W. C. Fields and dent Church will start 9 a.m,
Charlie Chaplin film*. All in front of Otasco's in the Bel
singles are invited
Air Shopping Center,
Friday, March 6

IT'S OUR 48TH

1981

1933

20

OFF

All
Keepsakes

Seiko
Watches

3+

ANSWER: Three no trump
Do not offer delayed spade
support North may read this
for three card support and a
temporizing two club bid

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple. "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

Send bridge questions to The Aces
I'D Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 15225.
with sell-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

16

Thru Thurs. 3/12
7 13,915

On. 0,t,'••

iroar's to boot.
- Tomo

ALTERED°
STATES
Tbni Thurs, 3/12
7 00,9 00

Vienna Choir Boys
To Give Concert
Monday Evening
The City-County Arts Council at 107 S. Market House
Square, Paducah, will be open
on SattitdaY irlarch 7,from 10
atn. to 2 p.m. for those
wishing to pick up their Vienna Choir Boys reservations or
to purchase tickets to the performance.
The Vienna Choir Boys will
give one performance only on
March 9, 1981, at 8:15 p.m. at
..the . Paducah Tilghman
Auditorium. Tickets are $8 for
adults and $6 for students.
The Arts Council is open
Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to5 p.m.

XANADU

Chest•vo Si •753 33 4
IMF 51.1021 Ill I SAT
(IIIIITAIIIMINI
li Di MO 011111 • 11 it CU

SOUNDTRACK
[ L.P., Tape or Cass.
59.99-5 7.49
WORLD OF SOUND

20% OFF
One
Group

All Stone
Set Rings
& Diamond
Clusters

China &
Pottery

Spring Break
Specials
R.E.O. Speedwagon-Hi-lnfidelity
Reg. 8.99 Only $6.49 (Still Number One!)

15%

Neil Diamond—Jazz Singer
Reg. 9.99 Only $8.49

OFF OneSelection Of Chains

Yarbrough & Peoples—The Two Of Us
Reg. 7.98 Only $5.99

Our 48th Anniversary
Means Even Greater Savings'For You!

Dolly Parton-9 to 5
Reg. 8.99 Only $6.49

113 S. 4th

WORLD OF SOUND

FURCHES JEWELRY

Your Finest Stereo Store Around
?275o 12th
Murray,

Ky.

753-2835

753 5865

-4--

Chestnut St., Murray
759-4455

TAZOTAFEENORal i

• • • Special Delivery

222S 12th 7515865
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04!?' CINE 1&2 THEATRES CORIAL
7S3-3314
—STARTS FRIDAY—
00:

Fish-o-gram

Sta‘
OW CPI
v 00

o
0

Ba"

Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower, Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Cole Slaw

EVERY FRIDAY
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Stovall, Baby Girl Cynthia 215 Riviera. Murray'.
West, Baby Boy 11 Asa Ht. 2
Bx, 51A, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debbie K. Anderson,
Rt. 7 Benton, Mrs. Viola H.
Olswing, 721 Nash, Murray,
Mrs. Deborah L. Bell, Rt. 3
Bx. 105K, Murray, Mrs. Metzi
C. Mason, RI 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Corinne H. McNutt, 1405
Main, Murray.
Mrs. Virgie Riley,939 S. 5th,
Mayfield, Mrs. Grace E.
Covey, 2513 Coldwater, Murray, James H. Free; Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Patricia
Johnson, 341 W. End, McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs. Lisa R.
Ramey. Rt. 2, Murray,
Christina R. Stephens, 103
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E. Farthing, Mayfield. Mrs.
Udell M. Duffy, 508 S L. P.
Miller, Murray,Charmaine H.
Waddell, Rt. 1 Bx. 151, Murray, Mrs. Kathy I.. Forrester,
Rt. 1 Bx VA, Dukedom,
Tenn., Sherman R. Jines, Cr.
Bx.51, New Concord,
Mrs. Lucille Atkins, Rt. 6
Bx. 180, Murray, Mrs. Sylvia
D. Stone. Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Goldie C. Cole, 508S. 8th, Murray, Mrs. Beulah L. Fielder,
819 Hurt, Murray, Roy E.
York, Rt. 2 Bx. 211, Dresden,
Tenn.,
Jessie Williams, 421 N. College, Fulton, Mrs. Flossie
Byerly, Rt. 6 Bx. 73, Murray,
Mrs. Dottie M. Linn, 703 Riley,
Murray, Lilburn Duncan, Rt.
1, Dexter, Paul D. Jones, P.O.
Bx. 86, Kirksey.

Wilferd-Shelby Wedding Plannede
NEW MEMBERS
NEW MEMBERS
Tracey Brown and Martha
Deena Dailey', Jana Bell,
Carol Dick, Katherine Dick, Pitman of Murray are among
and Mary Morris, all of Mur- the newly initiated member,
ray, are among the newly in- of Alpha Gamma Delta sorori
itiated members of Sigma ty at Murray State University
Sigma Sigma sorority at Muir:1y State University
NEW PLEDGES
Kent Eversmeyer and
FRATERNITY PLEDGE
James B Harrison of Murray
Mark Erwin of Murray is
one of the spring pledges of are among the new pledges of
Phi Mu Alpha music fraterniKappa Alpha fraternity at
ty at Murray State University.
\Iiirray State University.

Vows To Be Read
At Wing() Church
Ms. Shirley Wilferd of
Main Street, Murray, announces the eagagement and
approaching marriage of her
oldest daughter, Alison
Danette, to Tlinothy Charles
Shelby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Shelby of Wino.
Miss Wilferd is ,the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter H. Conner of Murray
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Voris Wilferd of F'armington.
She is a graduate of Callowa).
County High School and Mui
ray State University.
Mr. Shelby is the grandson
of Mrs. Ruby Willingham and
the late Aubrey D. Willingham, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. William W. Shelby, all of
Wingo. He is a graduate of
Wingo High School and will
receive his Associates degree
from Murray State University
in May. He is presently
employed by Jim Adams IGA
in Murray.
The couple will be married
on Friday, April 17, at 7 p.m.
at the Wingo Church of Christ.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Breakfast, Saturday
The .local chapter of the Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will have a prayer breakfast on Saturday. March
at 8 a.m. at the Triangle Inn.
All interested men, along with their families, are invited to
:ittend, accordinv to TIM Scruggs, local chapter president.
Pier I Imports is
pleased to announce
that Kathy Higginbotham, bride-elect of
Mickey Spann, has
mode her selections
from
our
Bridal
Registry
for
decorative
accessories.
01 Kathy and Mickey
will be married March
21st

:::00

,Miss Alison Danette Wilferd and Timothy Charles Shelby

Ready for pregnancy?

Great Golf Tennis & Action Wear

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square

21 Piece
Shrimp Dinner
$369
ff.fcke.

Ltt:

We give you 21 plump, tender Guif
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cote
slaw and a roll.

After church on Sunday.
March 1, J. C. Dunn
celebrated his 62nd birthday
with a luncheon at the home of
Pat and Dortha Carrasvay at
313 South Eighth Street, Murray.
Others present were the
wife,
person's
honored
Frances Dunn, Nelle and
Walden Adams, Tammy
Norsworthy, and Terese and
Ronnie Shemwell.
A day of reminiscing and
fellowship was enjoyed by
those present at the birthday
luncheon.

One of Jerry's Best

diemifse
RESTAURANTS

South 12th St. Murray, Ky.

_

Aucr

pyorrhea is a frequent cause
for loss of teeth if not corrected
My advice stands that a
woman needs extra calcium
during pregnancy to prevent
loss of calcium from her own
bones
includes the
mandible for her teeth. Next
time read more carefully and
when calcium loss is being
discussed, think bone loss
not cavities.

Spring Sale
$2" Savings

-.which

Open Fridays
'til 830 P.M.

New Woman &
Free Woman
COLLECTIONS

1" Off Retail Price + 1" Refund from Bali
Extra savings eniteli's newest collections]

SPMFITS

RMI-ErS

Open Fridays
'til 8:30 P.M

4
Mr. Dunn Honore-d
On 62nd Birthday

Offer expires: April 19, 1981

DV AtiftI I

measures
Actually there is only a
very short time in each menstrual cycle when a woman
can get pregnant. But it varies
enough to make the problem a
bit difficult. As an average
figure. the ovulation time is
about 14 days before the next
menstrual period, with a day
or two of variation on either
side. The last phase —
between ovulation and the
onset of the next menstrual
period — is much more regular than the first phase —
between the onset of the menstrual period and the next
ovulation.
Temperature charts with
regular plotting of the menstrual cycle and mucus
changes all help to pinpoint
the time when a woman of
any age is likely to get pregnant. I have discussed these
points in a new issue of The
Health Letter number 17-2.
Female Reproductive Function, which I am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station. New
York, NY 10019.
I believe in people being
informed but I also think as a
young girl you should discuss
this with your parents.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I read
your column about women
needing calcium. As a registered dental hygienist, I disagree with your statement that
if a-wgelan doesn't get enough
cairn., during pregnancy it
can affect her teeth. Losing a
tooth for every pregnancy is
an old wives tale. The tooth
already has its mineral content and does not develop cavities because of the mother's
lack of calcium.
DEAR READER
I have
shortened your blast. ecause
you had made false assumptions and jumped to erroneous
conclusions. Nowhere in my
column did I mention cavities.
That was your mistaken
assumption.
I was talking about problems that lead to peridontoclasia (pyorrhea) which you,
as a dental hygienist, are supposed to be treating or
preventing. Since you are not
a doctor, perhaps you do not
know that one of the earliest
signs of calcium deficiency
and osteoporosis (loss of bone
tissue) is around the roots of
the teeth_ That is one cause
for loose teeth which leads to
peridontal disease (pyorrhea).
And I will make the assumption that you do know thatts.

Murray, Ky.

MU.

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I have
been trying to get pregnant
but I can't. I have tried three
times and every time it turns
out I am not. I want you to tell
me what I can do to get pregnant. I'm 16 years old and my
boyfriend and I really want a
baby. I am going to keep on
trying for it.
DEAR READER — Not too
long ago a single girl as young
as you are and her boyfriend
would try to avoid pregnancy.
Are you sure that you are
ready to accept the responsibility for another person's
life? Biological capability
isn't all that is required.
Whether a person wants to
get pregnant or avoid it, it is
necessary to understand the
basic fundamentals of when a
woman can get pregnant.
You'll need to start there.
Many women around the
change of life ask similar
questions for different reasons — to find out whether
they need to use birth control

Bel Air Center

•••et,
'•

Spring Dresses Ready To Go
•

Bright's is the Spring Dress Headquarters for '81.
With a full selection of Junior and Missy styles to
choose from, you ore sure to find several dresses
that ore perfect for you. Nothing makes you feel

prettier than a flattering new dress and the Spring
styles ore full of feminine charm. Bright's wants
you to be happy with your clothes, so we select the
styles and colors you like and the sizes you need.
Bright's

OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 8:30 P.M.

I
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Stubblefield Home Scene Of Meeting

1

Eli
Chapter
M of P.E.0
Sisterhood met on Saturday .
Feb.
21
following
a

cut these lecipients. Mrs. Terri

smorgasbord type meal in the
home of Mrs. Frank A. Stub-

ing in the field of Coininunica-

C01

Education

reason been interrupted
Mrs Hortin introduced Line

Ailli Mct'ullar. who is major-

Fund.

Other

Sisterhood

educational proietts are the ownership and
management Of Cottey Col-

those

previously

mentioned

Madisonville,
Nunnelee of

Mrs

sity, Mrs. McCullar is an espert in the sign language used

to

appointments.

Olga

by the deaf, of allow she say s

graduate study in the United

Mrs

Freeman, treasurer of Ken-

there are more than fourteen

States and Canada, and the

John

John W. Twomey, Mrs. Alfred

tucky

for

James

Parker,

Educational I Alan Fund which
iiiwkek low interest loans to

Linetsey, Mrs. George Hart,

project teaching children the

qualified ytiiing wt./filen.

Mrs. N. T. Real, Mrs. Maurice'

Chapter V

to be located in

Richmond,
scheduled

Kentucky

to take

place on

.April 4.

sign language so that they sill
be able to conininincate
Since Mrs. McCullar is also
involved

In

teleViSiull

Christopher, Mrs. Robert T.
Members present at Saturday 's Meeting
other than

relatives who are deaf .
and

Mrs. I.. J. Hortm, chairman

tow

project of the Sisterhood in the

with the use of sign language',
perhaps a televisOits station

local Chapter. reported that in the few years since this new

expressly

project

function.

was

adopted, more
than 870,000 dollars had been
awarded

performing

At present, Chapter M is actively sponsoring another she'

ed

similar

complete

educations that had for sonic

grant

Sisterhood's

from

Unit I, Licensed Practical Nurses Association. She was

the

Contmiling

1952 and has been a member

ir

given half within the United

licensed

10th

States and the other half to

association

meeting of the Alice Waters

other countries who advocate

worked

Circle

United

the care of children. Each one

Joseph's Hospital of Louisville, Hopkins County

Women

was given an opportunity to

and Senior

contribute to this offering.

and office of Dr.
Donald Hughes. She is presently employed al the

Mrs. Iva Alford opened her

dent who is applying for a

to

NURSE OF THE MONTH — Mrs. Esther Cohoon was
elected as nurse of the month for January by District 17,

that

in grants to 2,875
y ening women who had returncollege

Gives Program At Meet
Of Alice Waters Circle

long term goal is toward

television programs designed

Jan and Keith will
be married
April 12, 1981

Bryan, Mrs. A. H. Titsworth
and Miss Susan Ramp.

Mrs.(;lark—

other helets of conintioneation,

tor the Continuing Education

That Jon Cooper, bride-elect if Keith Tabers has
selected her bathroorin and kitchen hnens and accessories
es nil as other items for her new home from our rest
collection of gifts.

C. Quertermous, Mrs.

million in the UniteidStaies.

of

home

for

of

Methodist

the

the

Feb.

First

Church

with Mrs. Eloise King, chair-

A

man, presiding.
Announcements were made,
and plans were made for the

potluck

luncheon

since

at the

Mason

Citizens

Murray-Calloway

was

served to the 13 members and

1953. Through

the

of

the

years, she

has

Hospital, Murray

Nursing

County

Home

at

Hospital, St.

Hospital

Madisonville,

ei

Hospital,

Mayfield Community Hospital.

two guests present.

for the Methodist Men.
from

-'tett\03t4)*Oref*

Your Individual
Horoscope

Mrs. Mayrelle Clark read a
letter

Liernadamma

Akul, the little girl in India
who is sponsored by the circle.

cdy%

VOS
tekit—jtO

d ,67

Frames Drake

She wrote to thank the Circle
for her Christmas gift and also

the

way

they

do

at

What kiod of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the

to

Call

to

stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

overspend. Watch judgment in
career matters.

ARIES

YOU BORN TODAY can
succeed in business, but your
imagination and emotional
nature inclines you more to
the arts. You'd find happiness
as a musician, poet, actor,
painter or writer. Your ready
identification with the sufferings of others makes you wellsuited for the care of the sick.
In particular, you'd make a
good veterinarian, for you
have a strong love of animals.
Avoid a tendency to procrastinate or to worry
needlessly. Sometimes you're
found in businesses allied to
the arts. Birthdate of:
Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
poet; Lou Costello, comedian;
and Ring Larclner, writer.

Christmas time.
The

program

on

Prayer and Self Denial on the
subject,

"Of

Such

Is

Mrs. ('lark. She said that we

. Skirts By
Lady Thomson
And Shirts By
Haymaker&
Lacoste,3

(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) dr

You'll get some good advice,
but others aren't anxious to
lend a hand. Undercurrents
children and she read from
affect close relationships
Luke 18:15-17, Mrs. Clark
Catchup on back work.
reminded the group that a
TAURUS
child is trusting and a child is (Apr. 20 to May 20) ti€11
very loving. She used the story
Invitations come your way
of Helen Keller as a child to now. Work duties compete foe
show loving and caring by your time, however. Save time
Mrs. Sullivan. Also she read on your schedule for both work
and play.
John 13:34.
Mrs. Clark closed by ex- GEMINI
plaining that the Self Denial (May 21 toJune20)04
Responsibilities in connecspecial offering in 1981 will be
tion with a child or dear one
may interfere with work progress. Still, initiative brings
you some gains.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll have mixed feelings
about a trip. A relative may
not want you to go away at
present. The evening is mildly
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A
deceptive.
,
Murray resident will accomLEO
pany the David Lipscomb College Chorale as it makes its (July23 toAug.22)
Talking with possible
annual spring tour during
business partners is favored,
March.
but it's not the time to sign
Daniel Louis Clayton, tenor,
papers. Expect some comand 55 others will tour five
plicated negotiations.
states, performing for churVIRGO
ches of Christ in seven cities.
Aug. 23toSept.22)
Under the direction of Larry
The accent is on partners
Griffith, instructor of music at
and other close ties. Try not to
Lipscomb, the group will perlet money become an issue
form standard choral works of
between you. Don't come on
a sacred nature and several
too strong.
spirituals.
LIBRA
The performances will also (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
include
special
request
Work preoccupies you now.
Rise above a disappointment
periods during
which
the
and make a new beginning.
Chorale will perform wellDon't let a lack of confidence
known
hymns and
choral
undermine your efforts.
works chosen from a list by
SCORPIO
the audience.
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Clayton is the son of Dr. and
straightforward in
Mrs. James D. Clayton, 1304,/ -Be
Olive Blvd., Murray. David' romance. Holding things in
Lipscomb College is a church- makes cooperation more diffour-year liberal arts ficult to achieve. Be careful of
4'4C
valuables.
institution.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Attend to important
domestic interests. Try not to
let friends interfere with what
has to be done. Avoid selfdeception.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
Higher-ups are inconsistent
in attitude. Though you are
direct, others are less forthright. Avoid a tendency to
worry over trifles.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Attend to financial affairs.
Balance your accounts.
However, the advice of others
may be faulty now. Rely on
your own judgment.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC
.
It's a time for new beginnbecome

learn

about

students
faith

and

from

0-

Khaki skirts in a twill weave of polyester and
cotton are beltless with front slan pockets.
Correct for dress, sport or at the office.

Beautiful shirts in a birds-eye knit of polyester
and cotton with 5-button placket collars and
tennis tail styling.

13tichingbarn 3ap, 1Ltb
Trodittireel Clethlei For iiiiittleumes and Ladles
Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

trigs.

Be the

be.

Be

person you want
careful

not

to

Murravan, Daniel
Louis adyton, To
Tour With Choir

124-4k

LAYAWAYS tot
MOTHERS 0A-,
GRADUATION
AND FATHER'S D.•
WELCOME

DIAMOND CLUSTERS

C

O‘
.w 01/4
30Y0 OFF
LADIES &

GENTS

the

Kingdom," was presented by

must

i
o
_ %A‘
,
i

FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 6, 1981

told some -interesting things
about

RI

Dixieland Center

dinner to be served in March

CHINO

litt

Mrs.

present she is workuig ou

organization

We Announce With Pride

Major, Mrs. Henry McKenzie,

of 'the

coining

ap

C. LaFollette. Mrs. Williaili

InWea-

Announcement was made of

hot

Mrs. Gerald Hodder. Mrs. A.

the

tnsii.

to

students

ser

Ann Herron, Dr Juan Maupin,

State Chapter

Sisterhood, gave

the

foreign

an

Mayfield, Miss

blefield. The dining table and
the smaller tables in other
rooms were marked by silver
Mrs.

stu

Edward

lege at Nevada, Missouri; the
International Peace Scholarship Fund which makes grants

lions at Murray State Univer-

Ed

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

were Miss Bernice Lutes of

DURING THE ENTIRE mc,N,
OE MARCH OUR COMPUTE
DIAMOND CLUSTER
INVENTORY win BE
REDUCED AT LEAST
30 PERCENT.

KyY

CHOOSE FROM OVER 300
OWING GENES AND
LADIES DIAMOND
CLUSTERS AND
SAVE 30 PERCENT
AND MORE.

•UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY'

•PICK YOUR OWN

PAYMENT PLANi
(ft,

APPLY NOW FOR OUR NEW G04.D CREDO CARD
j
rr ALLOWS You tie
to1P11
20 MONTHS TO PAN"

r4,41

JUST COW IN OR CAtt 753-7695
AND wEit mAi. YOu AN APPLCAtoN

.4
- 1)

OPEN DAILY 10-0 M-F 10-5 Sm.

JEWELERS

Bit AIR SHOPPING CYR MURRAY 753-7695

triThi

ateo•Samito

1203 Chestnut
A special offer for you from Estee Lauder

Beauty-On-The-Move
value.

Yours for 9.00 with any
A 31.00
Estee Lauder purchase of 6.50 or more.

'44

Nancy A. Kiesow
Named Dean's List
,41 Western Reserve
Nancy A. Kiesow of Murray
was one of 276 students named

Crayons --high fashion, low wampum

The

to the Dean's List for the fall
semester at Western Reserve
College,

the

undergraduate

liberal arts college of Case
Western Reserve University,
Cleveland,Ohio.
To be selected for this
honor, a student must earn a
grade point average of 3.5 or
better. Her home address is
1609

You always wont the option to take o
beauty break and freshen up the look you
stoned the day with Estee Louder gives
you that option with her BEAUTY ON THE
MOVE collection— easily portable beauty
essentials that pock potent, glorious color
These ore rich, long-lasting colors ready to
go now in a blue-patterned, zippered bog —
for great, onMe-spot service—and the
perfect tote for Estee Lauder's Lustrous
Roll-On Mascara, Soft Film Compact
Rouge, and RE NUTRIV Rich Rich
Lipstick Plus Esti* Super Cologne Spray to
highl9ht on this refreshment with subtle
sophistication and a rare quality
presence
To receive BEAUTY ON THE MOVE for
9.00 with any Estee Louder purchase of
650 or more, see order form below
Offer good for two weeks or while supply
lasts
All products mode in USA Prices subtect
to change without notice
One to a customer

TREATMENT
Swiss Performing E ytroct
718oz 10 50 1 14 oz 18 50 3V. or 28 50
Maximum Core Eve Creme
1 oz 22 50

MAKEUP
Automatic Creme Eyeshadow
Sungold Honey Skylight Blue
Fresh Peon
Polished Performance Lipstick
Madeira Wine
Tattoo Red
Rue de la Rose Paris Brick

750

65c7

FRAGRANCE
Youth Dew Eou de Rarfurn Spray
214 oz

250

C innabor Fragrance Spray
I 7S oz 16 50

11

Greenbrier Drive, Mur-

ray

^

efICIV AI/A I
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North Students Finish Energy Studies
The gifted studeilLs of North
Elementary have recently
completed a stud) of Energy
Education
In this class
students learned how to read
an electric meter. how to conserve energy in the home, and
how much electricity different
appliances use each year
The students built the three
little energy pigs' homes from

carboard boxes, nulk cartons.
sticks,and straw .
After studying all phases of
energy , students then
presented a puppet show on
energy conservation to grades
This project was completed
in cooperation with the
Calloway County Extension
Office and Mrs. Jane Stc,-1%

Third and fourth grade puppetters were (left to right) Amy
Fulton, Danielle
Rodriquez, Andrea Crick, Mike Wood, Julie Tucker,
Angie Miller, and Lorin Wisehart.
J. W.Jones librarian and teacher.

%%%%%%%%

vo.

%%%%%%%%%%% %001100,14,,,w,„

•

Fifth grade puppeteers were Stephanie Howell, Joanna Gibbs, Matthew Yuill, Regina
Hicks, Karen Fortner, Stephanie Smee, and Renee Lamb.

Fifth grade puppetters shown with the three little
energy pigs' home are Stephanie Smee, Joanna Gibbs and
Renee Lamb.

3°

mhoIhaek

„

?Rio

Two Murray State University professors of philosophy,
Drs. Frederick Kumar and
Wayne Sheeks, presented
papers recently at the Third
Annual Mid-South Philosophy
Conference at Memphis State
University.
Kumar's paper was titled
"Views of Consciousness Held
by Husserl and
Vijnanavadins," while Sheeks'
paper was "Eclecticism,
Meaning and Irrationality."
There was•an in-depth discussion of both papers.
The conference is conducted
for professional philosophers
who teach at universities in
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi and Arkansas.

0
r

Realistic 40-Watt*Per Channel
Stereo Receiver Slashed 44°.!
STA-820
,,/.07/01/71=fligifilinli

\NM\

OFFICE CLOSINGS
All administrative offices on
.1,07N 44IIF'The Murray State University
campus will be closed on
March 12 and 13 in conjunction
with the students' annual Spring Vacation, reopening at 8
a.m. A e".

-1

• -.0#

Beef Rounds

359.95

Sides Of Choice Beef s 30
Guaranteed Tender

AK*

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

1:00-5:00 Mon.•Fri.
Hours
. 7:007200519.
'

107 N. 3rd St.

‘
,
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‘
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Northup
King
Does It
Again

Save
$33080

For Two Straight
Years Northrup King
Hybrids Have Won
1st, 2nd, and 3rd In
The National Corn Growing
Contest in Ky.

_

11111

'479
Reg. Separate Items 809.80

Complete System with Metal-Tape Ready
Cassette Deck and Audio Rack Cut 340/

Save 151"
• Realistic STA-820 AM FM Receiver
• Two Optimus 1-100 Speakers
• SCT-24 Cassette Deck with
Dolby' NR
• LAB-58 Changer with Realistic
Shure R25EDT Magnetic Cartridge _
• Roll-About Audio Rack

Reg. Separate Items 1039.70

I,

irx

r) I I I

.01110ES MAY VAIllY Al IN% ..I,
UAr STOP(S
A DIVYSAIN Of lAtIOY N/11.014•
,
(7.A.

Vivr+tio.•,;:o.

%V' AlSA I I A MI V
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•

PX74 1st C.R. Valentine, Hazel, Ky. Yield 170.56
PX79 2nd Patricia Valentine, Hazel, Ky. Yield 169.48
PX74 3rd Steve Carraway Murray, Ky, Yield 167.78
1980
PX79 1st Charles Hart, Salt Lick, Ky., Yield 167.66
PX74 2nd Steve Carraway Murray, Ky. Yield 164.87
PX79 3rd Toppland Farms Bowling Green, Ky., Yield 155.37

CARRA WAY FARMS

.

14413,31-2047 40-2025
42-297402-3021

Check Your Phone Book for the Rade°!Melt Store or Dealer Nearest You

1979

YOU TOO CAN HAVE HIGH YIELDS AND MORE PROFITS
BY PLANTING NORTHRUP KING HYBRIDS IN 1981.
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER TODAY.

'TM DOT,

111

'

Phone 753-1601

COLORED

PRINT

Rt. 4 Murray

S.

'Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray'

Realistic
Optimus T-100 by

• STA-820 AM FM Receiver
• Two Optimus 1-100 Speakers
• LAB-120 Belt-Drive Turntable with
Hinged Dust Cover and S12.95Value Realistic ADC OLM30 MK 11:
Cartridge
31-2087 40-2025 42-2973

•

•

Cut 41%! Stereo System
With Great Sound

speakers at optimum
Tower design puts
Two 8" active woofers
sound'
best
height for
tweeter deliver a
-dispersion
wide
and a 3"
audio specbalanced response across the sound even
great
get
you
efficient
trum. So
10 watts per chanfrom amplifiers with only
veneer finish. #40-2025
walnut
Genuine
nel.

•
•

Gli3SON HAM CO.

'

-Performance
44% Off! High
"Tower" Speaker System

•
•
•

•

rMOST STORES

Sf

lb $1 59

to

* 40-watts per channel, min, rms into
8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz. 0.06% THD

VISA

5

225Lb. 325Lb. ica"'

Buy now and get a receiver with the power to
easily drive two speakers. plus two magnetic
phono inputs that let you use two turntables
Also get controls for recording with two tape
decks #31-2087

CHARGE IF

g Steak) lb $
About 90 .

OR

Dr5

1999R?

79

Beef Loins

Kumar, Sheeks
Present Papers
At Conference

CUTS!

Try This Week's Special

753-5522

•
•

FAG
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Murray, Calloway Boys
And Girls Open District
Tournament At Marshall

4

Murray Boys(16-9) Vs. (8:15 P.M.)
Calloway Boys(10-14)
Both teams have been playing their best basketball
through the last half of the
season, as Calloway County
won six of its last eight games
and Murray seven of its last
10.
Murray won the only
previous encounter, 64-54, at
Racer Arena as both teams

played sluggishly during the
outbreak of the flu.
With both now reaching
their peak, Murray appears to
be the team with the better
chance of upsetting district
and probable region favorite
Marshall County.
But Calloway, behind its
disciplined attack and the

leadership of vastly improved
junior guard Dan Key, haa.
just as good a chance of
defeating Murray.
If both teams play at least
close to their capabilities'.
Murray's balance, combining
quickness and size, should be
too much for the Lakers.
Murray by eight, 71-63.

Murray Girls(15-6) Vs. (6:30
P.M.)
Calloway Girls(6-13)
The story for the Murray
and Calloway County girls
teams is almost parallel to the
one for the boys.
The Murray girls have
begun to rally behind their
developing talent as center
Monica Greene as become the

extra dominating player they
needed.
The Calloway County girls,
meanwhile, have taken a team
that suffered heavy losses
from last season and have
shown their potential for an
also disciplined attack as well

as the remote potential for an
upset.
Murray won the first game,
57-36, after it had been
rescheduled.
This time, both teams will
be fully prepared and Murray
will prevail again,6246.

OVC Title Game To Be Telecast
The championship game of
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament in Bowling Green
will be telecast in Murray
Saturday at 7 p.m.
The game will be shown on
the wide screen in the Stables
Room of the Murray State Student Center. It will be telecast
on the ESPN Cable Network

by Murray State in conjunction with Rowton TV and
of
Corporation
Sound
Paducah.
The telecast is free and open
to the general public.

SHOOTING IT OUT in the
year
were
district last
Murray's Howie Crittenden
(22) and Calloway County's
Dan Key (23). This year, the
teams' scoring leaders will
be back in their 8:15 p.m.
game at Marshall County.

The game will be shown
whether Murray State reaches
the finals or not.

Purcell Wins In Second Round
DENVER, Col. — Murray's
Mel Purcell, seeded fourth,
won his second round match in
the United Bank Tennis
Classic last night, defeating
Cohn Dibley, 6-2, 6-2, to reach

his third round match with
Terry Moor.
Purcell had advanced to his
win over Dibley with a 7-6, 6-1
win over Richard Meyers.

See or Call
Ed West
At Parker Ford

Macklin, Wilkins Head All-SEC
BATTLING AT CENTER — Calloway County's Rachael Lamb(44 shown driving for a
layup, and Murray's Monica Greene (21) will lead their teams inro tonight's 6:30 p.m.
district game at Marshall County.

ATLANTA (API — Fifthyear senior Durand Macklin,
who steered Louisiana State to
the Southeastern Conference
championship, and SEC scoring leader Dominique Wilkins

Guides Western To Title In First Season

New or Used
Cars or Trucks

of Georgia lead The
Agsociated Press 1981 All-SEC
basketball team.
Macklin, Wilkins and center
Sam Bowie of Kentucky were
unanimous choices in
balloting by an eight-member
panel of area sports writers._

"You'll So
Dollars Allittiel
II You
Doss/ With lid"
Office 753-5273
HOMO 753-3064

Haskins Named OVC Coach Of Year
- By The Associated Press
Rookie Coach Clem
Haskins, who guided Western
Kentucky's Hilltoppers to the
Ohio Valley Conference
basketball title, has been named as the league's Coach of the
Year.
His team, compiled a 19-7
mark for the season and 12-2 in
the OVC. He.was named head
coach this past summer when
Gene Keady resigned to take
the Purdue University
coaching post.
Haskins collected five of
eight possible votes from
other Coaches in the league, it
was announced Wednesday.

Receiving one vote each
were,Stan Simpson of Middle
Tennessee, Ron Bargatze of
Austin Peay and Ron Greene
of Murray State. Greene was
the 1979-80 OVC Coach of the
Year. It was the second time in
weeks that Haskins was
honored. NBC-TV named him
as its Rookie Coach of the
Year.
Haskins will be the host
coach for the league tournament Friday and Saturday in,
E.A. Diddle Arena.
Murray State and Middle
Tennessee collide in the opening garhe, with Western Kentucky taking on Austin Peay in

the night's finale, with the were: Middle Tennessee,
winners moving on to the 1975; Western Kentucky, 1976;
championship game.
Middle Tennessee, 1977;
Western Kentucky is the Western Kentucky, 1978;
defending tournament cham- Eastern Kentucky, 1979;
pion, having beaten Murray Western Kentucky, 1980.
Haskins is the first rookie
State 54-51 in last year's concoach to lead his team to the
test.
This is the seventh year that league championship outright.
In the 1955-56 season, John
the OVC tournament has been
a post-season affair to deter- Oldham, now Western Kenmine the NCAA represen- tucky athletic director, finished in a three-way first place
tative.
Five of the six previous tie in his first year at Tenyears the host team has won nessee Tech. In 1971-72,
the tournament, the lone ex- Western Kentucky assistant
ception being in 1977 when ,,athletic director Jim Richards
Middle Tennessee defeater-" Waned in a three-way tie for
host Austin Peay.
the crown in his first year with
Other tournament winners the Hilltoppers.

Rolling!:
( FRIEND )
SPKUU.

CASH
SAVINGS
DIRECT
FROMIGM
AND YOUR
GM DEALER

Florida, Vandy Win In 1st Round
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (API
— Coach Norm Sloan's
Florida Gators needed a
"near-perfect" game to survive the opening round of the
Southeastern
Conference
basketball
tournament
Wednesday night I- and
they'll probably need better
than that to stay alive anothei
day.
Florila, using a deliberatc
attack, capitalized on two Late
tut
in overtime to trim
Auburn 50-48 and earn a
quarter-final, berth tonight opposite third-ranked Louisiana
Vanderbilt squandered most
of a 19-point lead before rallying to down Mississippi State
71-58, setting up a battle with
No. 7 Kentucky in the other
half of tonight's competition.
The quarter-final round
begins at noon i CST) when
Tennessee
10th-ranked
tangles with Mississippi,
followed by a clash between
Alabama and Georgia.
"I thought we played a near
perfect basketball game."

Sloan said. "I'm very proud of foul us to run time off the clock 20 turnovers and Vandy with
this young team. You have to since we weren't in the 19.
consider that we had four oneand-one. That's not the
The Commodores, shooting
freshmen playing in their first way a ball game should end.a blistering 77 percent in the
Southeastern Conference tourMoses, fouled on the in- first half, surged to a 40-23 innament game."
'bounds pass, missed his free termission lead as Al Miller
Auburn took a 48-45 lead throw, but retrieved the long scored 14 points.
with 2:21 left in the extra rebound and was fouled intenVandy, 14-13, built the lead
period on a layup by Earl tionally with one second to go, to 19 points, 47-28, with 14:49
Banks before Florida cut the hitting the second free throw remaining on a driving layup
margin to one on a 16-footer by to provide the final 50-48 by Mike Rhodes, his only
Mike Moses 19 seconds later.
basket in the game and one
margin..
The two critical Auburn
Lockhart's 30-footer at the that left him two points shy of
mistakes followed — first an
Clyde Lee's all-time school
buzzer bounced off the rim.
errant pass by Darrell
Williams led Florida, 12-15, career scoring mark of 1,691
Lockhart that-set up Florida's
with 16 points, Mark Giombet- points.
go-ahead score, a layup by
State, 8-19 and dropping its
ti added 14 on 7-of-7 shootink
Ronnie Wiliarfts with 1:18 refrom the 20-foot range and ninth in a row,finally came to
m a in in g . Then, Frank
life, putting together a 21-4 run
Moses contributed .1.2 tiointa,
Poindexter double •-dribbled
Lockhart led Auburn with 14 — Mil ',lauded 14 Straight
with a minute to go and
points at one time to cut the
and Poindexter added 13.
Williams failed on a free
margin to 51-49 when Jeff
Giombetti
said
the
(;ators
throw attempt with 43 seconds
Malone scored with 7:15 releft, giving the Tiger.; another were loOking forward to their maining.
third
contest
with
1SU
this
chance.
The Bulldogs never could
Auburn held the ball for a year.
close that final margin and
final shot, but Alvin Mum.-r- 'They're a great team," he Vandy again pulled away to
phord was whistled for walk- said. "You know the old say- win handily.
ing with four seconds left, a ing about 'on'any given night.'
Malone got half of his gamecall disputed by Tiger Coach and we're going out to play our high 18 points during the one
best."
Sonny Smith.
State hot streak.
-It was obviously a fcittL"
The opening game turned inMiller led Vandy with his 17
Smith said "The tapes will, to a sloppy contest, with points and Willie Jones added
State
tagged
with
show it. They were trying to Mississippi
IS.

THRU
I MARCH 19
r;rv.

SELECTED
'81 MODELS

SELECTED
'81 MODELS

GM will give $500 or $700 to anyone who buys and
takes delivery of selected 1981 models. This is on top of
our best deal. if you like, the $500 or $700 con be
applied immediately to the purchase price. But hurry,
this offer ends March 19, 1981 ond our supplies are
limited. Come in now. Get a great deal. And great cash
savings to boot.
S1Pf 11•5_!!!!_d_illeth en flevi

ACT NOW! OFFER LIMITED!
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

PURDOM
L,1111A1

Satisloed Customers Are Our
Yam Uncurl'

1406 West Main-753-5315

LUNA

REST rnpv A1/111
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Records Are Two Best In Nine Years

Celtics, Sixers Ahead Of Everyone Else

n
•
•

By WILLIAM R. BARNA RD
AP Sports Writer
Its been nine years since
the National Basketball
Association has had two teams
with records as good as the
Philadelphia 76ers and Boston
Celtics have today.
Both teams are 54-15, a .783
percentage, the best since Los
Angeles finished .841 and
Milwaukee was .768 in 1972.
But after Boston beat
Houston 108-101 on the road
and the Chicago Bulls upset
the 76ers 111-100 in
Philadelphia
Wednesday
night, the moods of the two
powerful teams were decidedly different.
have to sit down and
figure out What went wrong,"
said Philadelphia Coach Billy
Cunningham. "We looked
quite dead. It didn't look like it
was any fun to be out on the
court. I guess I'll have to
make changes in the lineup.
I'll decide that after practice
tomorrow."
"The Bulls came out and
played a determined game,
while we were flat and tentative," said Sixers forward
Julius Erving. "And we let

"It was important to win on
them run the show "
The Celtics, who won their the road," he said. -Neither
road,
second in a row on the
team played especially well. 1
were happy
know the 76ers have played
"When we went on this road better ball against us in other
trip, we felt that we had a good games -- they once beat us by
chance to win two of the three 41 points at home."
-We knew we could beat the
games. We now have a chance
to win all three,- Boston star 76ers," said Reggie Thetis,
said. who led all scorers with 26
Bird
Larry
"Philadelphia thought that points for Chicago. "This victhey could widen their lead on tory was very important to us,
us when we went on the road, since Philadelphia is such a
but now we have pulled even powerful club and everybody
thought we would lose to them
and the pressure is on them."
on their home court."
"I don't think that Houston
Kings 111, Spurs 97
played as well as they can, but
Kansas City passed Houston
It is a tribute to our team when
in their battle for a Western
we can have a bad quarter or a
Conference playoff berth as
half on the road and still win
Otis Birdsong scored 39 points
the game," said Boston Coach
to beat Midwest Division
Bill Fitch.
leader San Antonio. Portland
Elsewhere in the NBA, Kan- is 36-33, Golden State 34-34, the
sas City surprised San Antonio Kings 34-36 and Houston 33-36
111-97, Denver trimmed Los in the race for three playoff
Angeles 123-114, Phoenix spots.
bounced Cleveland 126-106,
The victory was the first for
Washington clubbed San the Kings in San Antonio in 10
Diego 115-103, Golden State games and snapped a fouredged Utah 107-105 and Seattle game winning streak for the
tripped Indiana 105-93.
Spurs.
Birdsong had 20 points in the
Chicago Coach Jerry Sloan,
whose team is fighting for a second period, when the whole
playoff berth, said the victory San Antonio team scored just
14.
-should give us a big lift.

Bullets 115, Clippers 163
Greg Ballard scored 24
points and Elvin Hayes 19 to
pace Washington to an important road victory over San
Diego.
The triumph kept the
Bullets 2k7 games behind
Chicago, the team they are
chasing for an Eastern Conference playoff berth.
Mitch Kupchak had 18
points and 16 rebounds for
Washington as he replaced injured center Wes Unseld, who
missed the game because of
knee problems.
Nuggets 123, Lakers 114
Alex English, David Thompson and Dan Issel combined
for 86 points as Denver won its
fourth game in a row.
The Nuggets shot under 40
percent for three quarters and
still trailed 104-96 with nine
minutes remaining, but they
outscored the Lakers 25-10 the
rest of the way as Ken Higgs
contributed most of his nine
assists in the waning minutes.
English scored 31 points,
Thompson 28 and Issel 27 for
Denver.
Suns 126, Cavaliers 106
Truck Robinson scored 20

Winners Become Losers And Vice
Versa In Basketball Tournaments

n the
were
nden
unty's
r, the
s will
p.m.
tv.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

1.

day, could become an also-ran
By WILLIAM R. BARNA FtD
because of three key injuries
AP Sports Writer
College basketball tourna- - to James Worthy, Sam
ment time, when losers Perkins and Pete Budko.
The Tar Heels face North
sometimes become winners
Carolina State and Duke
and vice versa, has arrived.
First-round games will be meets 20th-ranked Maryland
played tonight in five Division in tonight's games. The tourI conference tournaments, nament started today with
with three other leagues in the 11th-ranked Wake Forest matsecond round and four others ched against Clemson and
fourth-ranked Virginia, the
in the semifinals.
And then there are literally ACt's regular season chamdcrzens of other regional and pion, paired with Georgia
district playoffs underway in Tech, 0-14 during the regular
season.
the small college divisions.
"Carolina is going to have
One place where upsets are
the rule rather than the excep- its hands full," said Coach Bill
tion at the postseason tourna- Foster of Clemson. "I
ment is the Atlantic Coast wouldn't be surprised to see
Conference tournament, being that one go the other way."
Worthy, who averaged 14
played this year at Landover,
points and seven rebounds a
Md.
Some observers feel 12th- game, injured his back last
ranked North Carolina, seed- week; Perkins, North
ed second in the ACC tourna- Carolina's freshman starter at
ment that started at 11 a.m. to- center, sustained a bruised

knee and Budko, a reserve merit at Shreveport, La., Samcenter, practiced Monday for ford drubbed Georgia
the first time since suffering a Southern 73-57. The East Coast
Coast Conference tourney
leg injury on Jan. 22.
On Wednesday night, the started with American nippConference ing Drexel 62-60, Lafayette
Southeastern
played the first round of its stopping Lehigh 74-58, Rider
postseason tournament, with beating Bucknell 68-50 and St.
Florida edging Auburn 50-48 in Joseph's defeating Temple 60overtime and Vanderbilt 55.
Tournament games also will
defeating Mississippi State 71be played tonight in the Big
58.
The SEC powerhouses, East Conference at Syracuse,
third-ranked Louisiana State, N.Y.; the Southwestern
No.7 Kentucky and No.10 Ten- Athletic Conference at Baton
nessee, had first-round byes. Rouge, La.: the Pacific Coast
Association at
They get underway tonight Athletic
against Florida, Vanderbilt Anaheim, Calif.; the Metro
and Mississippi, respectively. Conference at Louisville, Ky.;
The only ranked team to the Southwest Conference at
play Wednesday night was San Antonio, Texas; the
second-ranked DePaul, which Missouri Valley Conference;
got 24 points from Mark the Midwestern City ConAguirre as the Blue Demons ference tournament; the
ECAC Metro at Uniondale,
pounded Dayton 84-64.
In the first round of the N.Y.; and the ECAC North
Trans-Am Conference tourna- tournament.

points, including 10 in a
crucial third-quarter spurt, to
lead six Phoenix players in a
double figures.
Cleveland led 71-70 nudway
through the third period
before the Suns, with Robinson leading the way,outscored
the Cavaliers 22-8 the rest of
the quarter to take a 92-79
lead.
Souks 165, Pacers 93
Viruue Johnson scored 22
points and Seattle fought off
two Indiana comebacks to
snap a three-game losing
streak.
The Sorucs led 59-45 at
halftime as the Pacers shot 33
percent from the field in the
first half. Seattle Mull the
margin 1o17 points in the third
quarter before Indiana whittled the lead to 78-71.
Then Seattle reeled off 10
points in a row early in the
fourth quarter to take another
17-point lead, and Indiana cut
the advantage to 94-86 before
falling back again.
Warriors 107, Jazz 105
Bernard King's basket with
seven seconds remaining gave
Golden State its victory over
Utah.
King scored nine points in
the final 3'2 minutes to finish
as the Warriors' high scorer
with 31. Adrian Dantley led
Utah with 34 and Darrell Griffith added 29 for the Jazz.
Golden State scored the last
five points in the game. Joe
Bassett tied the score 105-105
with 40 seconds remaining
with a three-point goal.

Sports In Brief

NHL Standings

By The Alooetraed Pena
TIDO=
SALISBURY, Mt ,AP, -- Ude
Dibtas detested Manuel Oranges Id Spite
5.2. 44 in the WorM Champsonship Tennis Invitational tournanseint of
Maryland
In other nott hea hall Scanlon utast
top-seeded Harold Solomon 6-2 6-4 and
Vijay Anwitraj defeated Brian Teacher
34.74 vi
Martina
IllS ANGELE-S Al'
Nat rablos• oserpowered Roberta Mg •
Callum 6-1 6-1 and bettita Boner rallied
back from a hrat-set no h defeat Leslie
Allen 4-4, 74, 6-3 in the second round of
tlw 8150.080 Av. Championships 01 Los
Angeles women a tennis tournament
In other uchnd-round matches. Jube
Berme. defeated Glynis Coles ol
Great Britain 6-0, 6.1 Sylvia Hannui of
West Germany topped Marten Louie 6-1,
44, 6-1. and JoAnrie RUssCil beat Eva
Pfaff West Germany 6-3,6-1
De/ending chain.
DENVER 1AP I
pion Gene Mayer beat first-round opponent Walter Redondo 6-16.2 in the second round of the 8125.000 United Bank
Tennis(lasso
In other notches. 1.4 seed Mel
Preget! motivate., Aastrellas Celle
LBW, 1.2. LI. ustn-seeded Fr=
Burhiung scored a 6-4, 6.3. victors over
Eddie Edwards, Terry Moor defeated
Mick Savianu 16, 6-3. 7.6. and Tons
l;Lamina I va upset Butch Waits 74.4-5
GENERAL
MISSION. Kan
- CBS vain a
three-year contract to handle the NCAA
basketball tournament front 1982
through 1904

lit the4....sead Prow
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1113111=1/16
Washingt.
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Varworver
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Fainsolun
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Colorado
12 III 13
46
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Wasps;
Wales Cadereare
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Montreal
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Pileitandi
111 32 14 313
Detnd
17 32 iiMO
Hertford
Adana Othigen
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huttak,
S 22 15 735
Minnesota
II 156
79
liana)
79 13 251
thetas
Zi 32 10 Mt2
Toronto
gairaday's Gimes
Edmore. It. New York Rangers It Sr
Winer 7. Washington 4
Pittsburgh 6, lan Angeles 5
Buffalo 4. Calgary 0
Montreal 9, Wungseg 3
Vancouver 5, Tcrento 2
Liar. 3. Chicago 3. tie
Biatun 3, Momenta 3, be
lleirsdetes Germs
Winnipeg at Philadelphia

a

Transactions
By The seociatid Pre,
BASEBALL
America. League
BALTIMORE ORIOLF-S Announced
that Dave Ford, pitcher. and Wayne
Krenchicki, infielder, had agreed to
oney ear contracts
National League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-Sold the
contract of Terry Whitfield. outfielder,
to the Seibu loons of Japanese league
HOCKEY
Natioaal Hockey League
CANAMONTREAL
DIENS -Reassigned Alan Lucia.
defenseman. from Nose Scotia of the
American Hockey League to Flint of the
International Lea,guie Granted Mark
-game tryout
Pavolich, forward, a ti
with the Voyageurs

j

Fresh Ky.
Lake Catfish
Boneless or Fiddlers

The Whole Order
Is All-U-Can Eat
Served With Cole Slaw, French
Fries, or Baked Potatoes
Hushpuppies

J
• •••••,....^.11o.,

GRANNY'S
PORCH
309N

16th

Ph 759.4477
•
4C..

-

4.4's

Olympic Plaza

Ky,

506 N 1?th

By The Auociated Pres,
EAST
King's 71. Concordia . 1 Y
SOL111
Ala.-Huntsvdle 81, Alabama St
MIDWEST
Chicago St 75. McKendree ;4
DePaul 84, Dayton 64
Illinois St 64. N .Iowa 44
Marquette 91. Stetson 58
TOURNAMENTS
East Coast Coalernwe Tournes
Sound Round
American 62. Drexel 60
Lafayette 74, lehigh O8
Rider 68. Bucknell 50
St Joseph's 60, Temple 55

CA

Phone 753 2380

rafrawawireig •riagwasam-wwirlowo-NLI--*Thworm

coupon
Ascriptin

Luvs

The only aspirin with
Maalox added for
stomach protection

$1

Disposable Diapers

50

49

Off With Coupon

j.kaaso" AAA,

Afrin

pitching machine for two days
because of a strained right
calf muscle.
"Ruth said he felt a lot better," Manager Ralph Houk
said of the veteran outfielder
who hasn't been at top form
since he starred with the
championship Oakland A's
teams of 1973-75. "However,
we still want him to take it
easy for a couple of days. We
know what he can do. There's
no need to rush him."
Veteran outfielder Terry
Whitfield left the San Francisco Giants and will join the
Seibu Lions of the Japanese

Nasal Spray
•Longest acting nasal decongestant
•Up to 12 hr. relief

league.
Montreal Expos right
fielder Ellis Valentine quit
batting practice due to an infected finger. Earlier, Valentine reiterated his desire to be
traded.
"It's not something that's
just going to blow over," he
said. "I think it's better if I get
a fresh start with another
organization."
Cincinnati outfielder Dave
Collins finally reported to the
Reds' Tampa camp and officially was told he would be
moving to right field as Ken
Griffey took over in center.

Any

Vitamin

$1 19
5A,ApA.,frai"AA*

With Coupon
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Keeneland Receives Record
Entries For Bluegrass Stakes
LEXINGTON, Ky. API - Grass winners.
Two-year-old champion Lord
Karl Holman and Dr. Ulf
Avie and a pair of 3-year-old Jensen's Flying Nashua is
sensations, Akureyri and Fly- unbeaten in two starts. He won
ing Nashua,,he.ad the record Santa Anita's San Vicente
243 nominees for the $150,000 Stakes to establish himself as
added Blue Grass Stakes at one of the favorites for the
Keeneland's spring meeting.
California and Santa Anita
The Keeneland meeting derbies.
opens April 3 and runs through
Bertram Firestone's Cure
April 24, with the 57th renewal the Blues also is undefeated.
of the Blue Grass scheduled He made a strong bid for the 2for April 23.
year-old championship by
The list of Blue Grass winning each of his five starts
eligibles is 43 more than the last year, including the Laurel
previous record nominated for Futurity. Firestone's Honest
the 1978 running of the I's mile Pleasure captured the 1976
stepping stone to the Kentucky Blue Grass, and his Genuine
Derby at Churchill Downs.
Risk won the Kentucky Derby
Other standouts nominated last year.
are Tap Shoes and undefeated
Leone J. Peters' Tap Shoes
Cure the Blues.
won the Sanford, Hopeful and
SKS Stable's Lord Avie is Futurity Stakes in succession.
expected to be the early
Noble Nashua, Triocala and
favorite for the Blue Grass Proud Appeal, stakes winners
because of his record as a 2- this wintor in New York, were
year-old. He came from nominated to the Blue Grass
behind to capture Gulfstream 'along with 1961 stakes winner
Park's Hutcheson Stakes but A. Run, Classic .Go Go.
in his next start finished third Highland Blade, Law Me,
in the Fountain of Youth Sportin Life and Stancharry.
Kinghaven Farm nominated
Stakes won by Akurey1
Woody Stephens trains Hayford. champion 2-year-old
Hickory Tree Stable's colt in Canada last year.
Akureyn, the 1980 Pilgrim Bayford. Cure the Blues, Tap
Stakes winner. Stephens has Shoes and Well Decorated
saddled three previous Blue have not started this year.
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Wipes
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Right Guard
Deodorant
4 oz

99

Limit One

Pert
Shampoo

$179

•Normal To Dry
•Oily

611/*
Iohns
!
"VA

Dental
Ross

Foster Grant

Sun Glasses

Waved or Unweaned

$loo

694

%IF

Open
9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Et Coupons Good
Thru March 11th

Off Any Parr

coupon
Quality
Developing It Printing
12 Exp. $199-

20 Exp. $3.29
24 Exp. $3.69
38 Exp. $5.79
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Trio Begins Comeback Attempts
"His control was not as good
as it could be," said Coach
Danny Ozark. "But for the
first time out, he threw well.
He threw for 10 minutes and
threw quite freely."
Ford, a .290 hitter with 21
home runs and 101 RBI in 1979,
when California won the Al.
West, underwent surgery for
torn cartilage following that
season. He appeared in just 65
games last year, hitting .266.
Ford participated in a
baserunning drill at the
Angels' training facility in
Palm Springs, Calif., on
Wednesday,then said his knee
"feels fine.
it still
-"It could
gets a little sore at times,- he
added. "But I'll keep working
with it and it should be no problem by the time the season
starts."
And Ruth, acquired by
Boston from the Angels in the
deal that sent Fred Lynn to
California, hit the ball hard in
his first shot at live pitching at
the Red Sox' camp in Winter
Haven, Fla. Rudi had been
restricted to hitting against a
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Teams Could Contend If They Succeed

By The Associated Press
A trio of veterans who
couldn't find their way out of
the infirmary last year began
comeback attempts Wednesday. If they succeed, their
teams just might find
themselves in a very healthy
situation - as pennant contenders.
Relief pitcher Don
Stanhouse of the Dodgers and
outfielders Dan Ford of the
Angels and Joe Ruch of the
Red Sox worked out with varying degrees of success. But,
this early in spring training,
just the fact that they were
back in action was good news
for their clubs.
Stanhouse, the ace reliever
of the American League
champion Baltimore Orioles
in 1979, signed with Los
Angeles as a free agent prior
to last season. But he appeared in just 21 games while
on the disabled list in 1980 and
managed just seven saves.
On Wednesday, he pitched
batting practice at the
Dodgers'camp in Vero Beach,
Fla.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS - Recalled
Reid Wales defensernan. from Maine of
the American Harkey league Assigned
Blake Wesley to Maine
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS Signed
Pete Scamurra, defenseman
COLLEGE
COLUMBIA-Named Pete Saving, and
Mike Simpson assistant football
coaches
KANSAS STATE -Named Dick Bumpas defensive Ime coach
- Named Len
MA N HA TTA NV I
Abramowitz head baseball coach
NORTHEAST LOUISIANA- Named
Jack Thigpen assistant basketball
coach
GEORGE WASHINGTON- Fired Bob
Tallent, head basketball coach
WYOMING-Named Jim King offensive line coach

NBA Standings
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tuck) open meetings law prohibits final
action from being taken during a closed
session.
However, Christopher, in a prepared
statement made in reponse to speculation in the news media about the Feb. 7
meeting, said no vote was taken; that a
vote would have been illegal He said
the board agreed to take a position of
being deadlocked so that the issue could
be discussed and studied further.
That decision led to the Feb_ 7
meeting being reconvened on Feb. 21 at
which time the regents voted 6-4 to
authorize university attorney James
Overby to "obtain all information in
line with removal of Dr. Curris."
The board's charges against Curris
were delivered to him shortly after the
reeents' session adjourned early: Sun-

Hospice...
OFFICERS FOR 1981 at the Oaks Country Club are: left to right seated, Vickie Nance, Chet Wildey, Roy Cothran,
Dan Anderson, Ada Sue Roberts, Kathryn Outland. Standing, I. P. Parker, Fred Clark, James Hooper, Jerry ford, John
Ross, Jim White and Sonny Parks.

Barkley Comments On Charges
By SY RA WEN'
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) —
The state administration is
continuing a policy of trial by
press in the sex harassment
charges against
him,
Agriculture Commissioner
Alben Barkley II says.
"This is unjust, unfair and
an abomination," he said
Wednesday in a statement.
Barkley said "it should be
clear to any fair-minded person that no more investigation
IS needed" into the allegations
against Barkley and two other
men.
The state Personnel Board
on Tuesday declined to, halt
the probe and scheduled a
hearing April 2.
Barkley, who has denied
any wrongdoing, said the real
purpose of the hearing "Is to
allow the Personnel Board to
create all of the negative

:emales employees of the
publicity about me that the adDepartment of Agriculture."
nunistration wants while deHis lawyer has argued that
nying me rights to discovery
the Personnel Board has no
to seek information about
jurisdiction over him on the
testimony against himi and
"sex discrimination" charges.
due process."
Faced with that argument,
The commissioner has conBarkley said, the board chose
tended, and Gov. John V.
to circumvent the question of
Brown Jr. and his officials
authority "by changing the
have denied, that the sex
the rules in the middle of the
harassment charges are a
game."
conspiracy linked to Brown's
He said that to avoid the
removal of certain functions
from Barkley's elective office. legal issue on authority, they
The Personnel Board an- changed the hearing on
an
to
nounced its decision after a "charges"
closed meeting during which "investigatory" hearing.
attorneys for Barkley — and
Barkley said the hearing on
for Gerald Deatherage and charges posed the threat of
Douglas Wheeler of the cutting off his salary.
agriculture agency — sought
'( But) they now refuse to
to wind up the investigation.
say what penalty they can or
Barkley said the board would assign, even though
already has conducted a six- they previously gave me writmonth investigation into the ten notice that the penalty
matter, "Which included the
interrogation of 70 out of 71

available to them was termination of my salary or even
termination of the salaries of
everyone working in the
Department of Agriculture,"
he said.

day, Feb ra In a prepared statement
delivered to the press Wednesday afternoon, Corns said he would make the
charges public, along with his reponse
to the charges, "at the appropriate

('urns charges in his suit that the
discussions during that closed session
were made known to the news media.
either directly or indirectly, by one or
more of the defendants

Also in his statement, Curls said
"the charges do not make any accusations of incompetence, immorality or
criminal conduct" and characterized
the charges as •'petty, straw-grasping
and frivolous."
The initial action at the board's Feb. 7
closed session was the subject of considerable speculation by the news
media for several days following the
meeting. Confirmation that the subject
of Corns' dismissal was discussed during the session did not come until
Christopher made his formal statement
to the press Friday, Feb 13.

The suit claims the purpose of that
disclosure :'was to bring pressure on
the plaintiff ( Curns ito resign
In reference to the five members of
the board the Curris is seeking to have
banned from the March 28 hearing, the
suit alleges -that each of them is so
biased and so prejudiced with respect
to the undertaking to oust or remove
Curris I that they ... cannot and will not
give the plaintiff a fair and impartial
hearing upon the charges which have
been or may be brought against him."
It should be noted that lawsuits only
present one side of an issue.
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volunteers," Dr. Cole said.
The hospice program is open to any
patient referred to it by their physician.
Because the workers are all volunteers,
the services are free.
Rev. Roy ( Buzz) Rabatin, a hospice
volunteer, said emphasis in the program "is on caring, not curing."
"Too frequehtly, the hospital only
reinforces the denial of dying. Doctors
are trained to heal and when they cannot, they may feel failure, ultimately
ignoring the dying patient."
Rabatin said, "It is different with
hospice. The patient is given a lot of attention, as is the family. As a result,
both benefit."
The program strives to have the patient accept his condition, said Rabatin.
''When he can accept his lot, a great
burden is lifted for everyone."

Professional health services personnel, such as Mrs. Louise Sickel, a nurse
at the local hospital, recommend the
hospice classes for anyone who works
in the health field.
"Nursing prepares you medically for
death," Mrs. Sickel said. "But hospice
prepares you psychologically."
"As such," she added, "The nurse
can identify with the patient and is a
better listener."
She explained that before the hospice
program was begun, the nurse was
often the primary person responsible to
care for a terminally ill patient."The
responsibility now can be shared."
Mrs. Sickel noted that because
families are smaller today than in past
years, with close family members often
living miles away, a terminally ill patient ma be isolated from loved ones,

"Hospice helps the isolated patient.
Through daily meetings with patients,
team members become part of a family
that often is missing," she said.
Dr. Cole added that volunteers in the
program are told that "just being good
to the patient is not enough." She said
participants are taught concepts of
death and ways to care for the patient
and his family.
Topics in the classes include the
hospice concept, perception of death,
grief, counseling, management of pain
and legal issues.
"The classes are of tremendous value
to those who take them, giving insight
into death and dying," Mrs. Cole said.
Anyone interested in working as a
hos
volunteer may contact the
pu c
ations office at the Murray'
Ca
y Count Hos•'tat
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Hog Market

CORRECTION:
The Murray Ledger & Times newspaper printed this month's Storey's Food Giant circular
with a mistake on Scot Kitchen Sugar $1.19
for a 5 lb. bag. The limit is one per family
with $10.00 additional order excluding
tobacco and dairy products.

ederal-State Market News Service
larrh 5.1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes6 Busing Stations
Receipts Act 715 F.st MOO Harrows &
jilts mostly .50 higher Sows uneven
deady to $1.50 higher advance on wts.
,.ver 500 lbs.
S 1-2 210-240 lbs
140 50-41 00
'.5 2 210-250 lbs
140 25-40 50
'9 2-3 240-260lbs
1,1925-4025
US 24 250-270 lbs.
Sows
IS 1-2 270-350 lbs
$32 00-35 00
LS 1-3 $00-150 lbs
*3500-0000
S 1-3 450-500 lbs
*3640-3900
US i-3500-650 lbs. 139 00-40 00few 40 50
192-3 300-500 lbn.
$32 00-33 00
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rom 19 models.Get a check for WO to $1,157
MODEL

THUNDERBIRD
10% CASH
BASE PRICE
ASSISTANCE

2-Door

$ 7,757

Heritage

Everything you've
always wanted in
a Seafood Platter...

MODEL
L 2-Door Sedan

$ 775.
:
00
890.
1,157.

8,895
11,561

Town Landau

GRANADA
BASE PRICE
$

4-Door Sedan

CAL 2-Door Sedan
OL 4-Doof Sedan
OLX 2-Door Sedan
OLX 4-Door Sedan

6,474
6,633
6,875
7,035
6,988
7,148

I

10% DASH
ASSISTANCE
r $ 848.00
68.°L

)
r 664.00
704."
699."
715.00

The

FAIRMONT
MODEL
2-Door Sedan
4-Door Sedan
Futura 2-Door
Future 4-Door
Wagon
Futura Wagon

BASE PRICE

10% CASH
ASSISTANCE

$ 6,091
6,210
6,407
6,421
6,503
6,735

$ 610."
621."
.641,00
643."
551.00
674.00
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MUSTANG
MODEL

12-Door
/13-Door
Ghia 2-Door
Ghia 3-Door

BASE PRICE
$

6,230
6,467
6,674
6,789

10% CASH
ASSISTANCE
$ 623.00
647.00
666."
679."

Ford and your participating Ford Dealer announce a 10% Cash Assistance Program. Make your best deal on any
of the new 1981 Fords listed above. Buy and take delivery between February 19 and March 21, 1981, or order by
March 21, 1981, and Ford will send you a check worth 10°//, of the sticker price for the base vehicle. If you wish,
you may apply the equivalent amount toward your down payment. Offer limited to one vehicle per customer.

Special
Thru April 19, 1981

• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender Scallops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes
US

GLongjohnSilverN
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 S. 12 St. — Murray, Ky.

Hurry! Offer ends March 20981.
At your partkipating Ford Dealer.

PARKER
FORD INC.
701 Main
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EL SALVADOR
WILL NOT BE
ANGER VIETNAM.

inion Page
Low Down

FROM THE

By Joe Crump

WE DIDN'T ININK
YERAMWOVO BE
A VIETNAM

To make matters more confusing,
many of the vehicles which consumers
purchase are already out of compliance. The Environmental Protection
Agency only spot checks production
line vehicles. According to the General
Accounting Office, of the roughly 9

million automobiles manufactured in
1978, the EPA cial) spot checked 332 of
them and 25 percent of those were
already producing emissions at levels
above EPA standards.
"Today, Representative Bailey ut
Pennsylvania and I have introduced
two bills, H.R.1357 and H.R. 1158 lodelay the provisions of the Clean Air A.
Amendments which require the it,
spection and maintenance program I
respectfully urge that this legislation be
considered. The atmosphere has changed much since the enactment of the
amendments. The air itself may
already be approaching the goals set
out in the amendnients without the costly inspection and maintenance program."
••••
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Because Regular leaded gasoline is
cheaper, many motorists with vehicles
equipped with catalytic converters
changed from unleaded to leaded
gasoline, and ruined the catalytic converter, Repairs will cost a "bundle."
The mandatory inspection regulation
should go the way of the Department of
Energy's Emergency Temperature
Restriction regulation, commonly
referred to as the Thermostat
Nightmare.
But violators of the Clean Air Act are
still in trouble. The bills only delay the
mandatory inspections.

'Rebel To The Wrong'
By LAURINDA KEYS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES AP) — In his black
felt cowboy hat and black leather
jacket, 210-pound, 6-foot-4 Dennis Agajanian of San Diego looks like a bad
guy.
"lam a bad guy in the eyes of the bad
people; I'm a rebel to the wrong," says
the 33-year-old country gospel singer
and "unofficial chaplain to the race
drivers."
"Rebel to the Wrong" is Agajanian's
third album, but the first to be released
nationwide by Light Records). He said
it's something new in country gospel
music: "It's not Southern gospel, it's
almost the Waylon Jennings-Willie
Nelson approach to music."
He explained the title this way: "As a
Christian I'm an outlaw to sin. Now,
I'm a sinner, but I hate sin. And I like to
stand up wherever' am, and say that
Jesus Christ is alive today and we're all
going to die someday and we're all going to stand before him at the judgment. I think too many people have
painted Christianity in a sweet, candy
little way."
Of his preaching to the race track
gang, Agajanian said, "because I'm
their friend I think it's a time of confrontation. It's time we start speaking
the truth. Jesus told us to be fishers of

men, not keepers of the aquarium. I
think being a fisher of men is to be able
to go out and reach people who are a
great influence to the public and to
share Christ with them."
Agajanian, has some famous uncles:
J.C. Agajanian, who operates Ascot
Raceway in Los Angeles, and Ben Agajanian, kicking coach for the Dallas
Cowboys.
For the past 15 years, Agajanian,
with a backup band of shifting
members, has been playing his guitar
in the "outlaw" or basic country style
developed in Austin, Tex., performing
in churches and at Billy Graham
crusades, and racing dirt bikes and
trucks with such racing names as
Parnelli Jones, Malcolm Smith and
Bobby Unser.
He's billed as the "fastest packing
guitar player in the United States today." He says,"I love racing and I love
speed, and I love to play the guitar
fast."
His racing friends know him as "Dennis the Christian."
"What basically takes place is that
when a person is out of a race, or
crashes I'm immediately to the scene,
I'm talking to them, just encouraging
them, that they're still alive and they
have a lot to be thankful for, that the
Lord is still there," he said.

The White House
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP — The words
rang a bell, as they rolled off the tongue
of the retired general, the secretary of
state.
"Wet season." "Country team."
-Military advisers." They were part of
the lingo of the Vietnam War. But now,
the focus was El Salvador, and
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
Jr. was talking about the extent of U.S.
military involvement there.
For more than a week, questions put
to the senior officials of the Reagan administration, and the responses, have
resurrected memories of the war.
And in the White House press room,
one wag with a sense of black humor
cracked that in 10 years, "we'll have
60,000 American casualties and 50 El
Salvadoran restaurants in Arlington"
— a Washington suburb where Vietnamese restaurants have sprung up
since the end of the Southeast Asian
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war wneriretugess flocked here.
The administration has been extremely sensitive to suggestions that it
may be approaching the same road that
Presidents John Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson followed nearly 20 years ago
tviien they first sent teams of U.S. advisers to Saigon, then counterinsurgency experts and eventuallY
American combat troops to Vietnam.
Those suggestions stem not only from
the administration decision to increase
to 45 the number of U.S. military training personnel in the Central American
nation — with orders to remain out of
combat zones — but also from such
comments as Haig's.
The secretary of state, in what could
be an echo of Gen. William
Westmoreland. the U.S. commander in
Vietnam, said emphatically that our
problem with El Salvador is external
intervention in the internal affairs of a
sovereign nation in this hemisphere.
Nothing more. Nothing less."
Questions about whether the United
States would become so involved in El
Salvador that it could not extricate
itself were -part of the Vietnam syndrome," the president said last week,
adding that we have no intention of
that kind of involvement."
Reflecting the White House effor9 to
deflect compansons between the
Southeast Asian buildup and the course
of events in El Salvador, Reagan's
press secretary, James S. Brady, said
"everybody's had the El Salvador train
farther down the track than it is."
It is difficult at this stage to tell if that
is the case. The deliberations of the National Security Council and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, of course,are kept mostly under wraps. But the recent comments by key U.S. allies and a neighbor
to the south make it clear they would
like to see some brakes put on that
train.

Garrott's Galley

COPLEY NEWS SER
By M. C. Garrott

A Lesson In Real Estate Salesmanship:
Be Sure House Being Shown Is For Sale
It takes a big man to laugh at himself,
and George Gallagher has got to be a
big man. He has to be to take the ribbing he has been getting over a prospective real estate deal he was trying to put
together recently.
George was in the federal service for
32 years before retiring from the Immigration Service in 1973 and moving to
Calloway County. He has been selling
real estate with Bill Kopperud's firm on
Main Street since the place opened in
1976.
About six weeks ago, Mrs. Jannie
Huffman, who lives at 1701 Johnson,
was helping a prospective newcomer to
the community look at some houses,
and George was showing them some of
the Wide variety for sale in our area.
The prospect had indicated that she
and her family, should they come to
Murray, would like to have a place out
of town with a big yard and some
acreage.
++
Contacting another local realty office
where he thought just such a place was
listed, George learned that one was,
and an appointment was made for him
to show it to Mrs. Huffman and her
friend. It was out south of town just off
121.
George, in his own mind, thought he
knew exactly the place. He had met
some folks about three or four years
ago who went on to buy some acreage
and to build a very lovely home in that
area. "I was sure I knew the very
place," he said.
At the appointed time, he and the two
ladies headed south, took off down a little gravel road leading to the place of
their appointment, soon pulled into a
driveway and got out of their ear.
The two ladies were delighted at the
sight of the beautiful, country-style
home on the big wooded lot. It seemed
to fit th.e prospect's desires to a "T.'•
+++
About this time, the man of the house
came out and warmly greeted them.
"Hi, there, George," he said. "It has
been a long time." They shook hands
and the introductions were made. Then
George said,"We would like to look at
the house."
"Sure," the owner said, obviously
pleased, and called his Wife, who came
out and was properly introduced to
s
everyone.
Then Mrs. Huffman and her friend
began going through the house, peering
into cabinets and closets, asking about
taxes, utility costs, the size of the lot
and all that kind of stuff.
The two ladies even commented on a
shortage of counter space in the kitchen
and inquired if there was an icemaker
hookup available for the refrigerator.
The wife, who, as it turned out, designed the house, very graciously answered

Thoughts
In Seasoti
By Ken Wolf
•
Our ability to think makes is unique
among all creatures of the earth. But
while our rationality makes us just
"lower than the Angels," in the words
of Jacob Bronowski, it also separates let
from the rest of creation:
It is ironic that the one thing that
all religions recognize as
separating us from our creator —
our very self-consciousness — is
also the one thing that divides us
tam our fellow creatures. It is a
bitter birthday present from
evolution, rutting us off at both
ends.
These words come from the work of a
-female Thoreau," Annie Dillard,
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek 11974). Selfconsciousness, she adds, hinders "our
experience of the present " Food for
Thought.

each question put to her about the
place, although she was a but reluctant
to let the ladies peer into some of the
closets.
Meanwhile, George was carrying on
a running conversation with the owner
about mutual friends, Murray State
athletics and the like almost until they
were ready to leave.
Then the two ladies asked if they
might see the bedrooms and baths.
"Sure," the owner's wife replied, "if
you don't mind the mess they're in. The
beds haven't been made and I wouldn't
say the baths are the cleanest in the
world!li but you are welcome to see
them."
+++
After the house had been thoroughly
"looked at," and George and the ladies
were preparing to leave, the lady from
out of town, the prospective buyer,
turned to the lady of the house and said,
"It must be sad selling a home you very
obviously love so much."
"But this house isn't for sale," the
owner's wife said, somewhat taken
aback by the remark. "It's the house
next door that's for sale."
Sure enough, the house George and
the ladies were supposed to have seen
and the one where their appointment
had been made was one house further
down the road. George simply had turned in one driveway too soon.
+++
"But they were the most gracious
people you'd ever hope to meet," he
said later. "I am sure they were
wondering what was going on when the
ladies started taking the place apart
looking at it and asking all those questions, but they never showed any sign of
being the least bit upset about it.
-When it dawned upon us what had
happened, we all literally broke up," he

Kentucky Closeup

10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Board of
Education has unanimously rejected a
petition which, if approved, would have
allowed the transfer of the
Gatesborough Estates Subdivision
from the Calloway County School
Distnct to the Murray Independent
School Distnct.
Deaths reported include Leonard
Kolb, Mrs, Bush Thornton Selden, arid
Mrs. Jewell Mason Davis.
Douglas Abbott of the Biology
Department of Murray State University spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club held at the Mureay
Woman's Club House_
The Rev. Paul C Musteller. Southern
Baptist missionary to Thailand, will
speak at the First Baptist Church Oil
Sunday
The Rev. John Kibbons, administrator of Lakeshore Methodist
Assembly, will be the speaker at the
Goshen United Methodist Church gn
Sunday.
South Marshall beat North Marshall
in the opening round of the Fourth
District High School Basketball Tournament. High team scorers were Reed
for South Marshall and Faith for North
Marshall.

Congressional
Record

4lerts Unleaded
Gas Violators
Representative Eugene V. Atkinson
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1477 will soon require approximately 40 million automobiles in 29
States to be subjected to a mandatory
inspection and maintenance for emissions of carbon monoxide and
photochemical oxidants—ozone. This
program will be quite costly. Each
motorist will be responsible for the cost
of inspection and for the cost of any
repairs to the automobile emission conti equipment.
"Each State will also have to bear
considerable costs as a result of administering this program...
"Inspection and maintenance may be
entirely unnecessary since the older
cars on the road are already being
gradually replaced with newer cars
which contain factory-installed emissions control equipment. It is also
doubtful that such a program would
produce the desired effects. More than
one automobile company has stated
maintenance of the complex pollution
control equipment by mechanics who
are not company-training factory personnel could do more harm than good. .

Looking Back

20 Years Ago

laughed.
"The lady is coming back to Murray
and wants to see some more houses, but
she has assured me that she wanted
them checked out first so we would be
sure we were in the ones for sale.
"In the meantime, my friends, I'm
sure, will never let me forget this."
+-,-+
A sad and sobering sequel must be
added to our story, however.
The home George so mistakenly
showed and tried to sell belonged to
Henry and Fannilee Buchanan, who
came to Calloway County in 1977 from
Bowling Green. He is a salesman with
an educational firm, and she teaches
special education at Calloway County
High School.
About two weeks ago, their beautiful,
new home in Fairview subdivision off
121 was destroyed in the middle of the
night by fire.
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By George Hacket

Woman On The Move
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP — It's not
she brought with her was a guitar.
easy to catch up with Daisy Mae Lut"I've never had formal training, but
trell.
music's always been part of the famiDuring any 24-hour period, this atly:* said Ms. I.uttrell."On nny,s,-th birtractive and talented young lady may
thday, Dad bought me a mandolin. My
be.
fingers were so short that's the only
— Attending classes at Berea College
thing they wouttrreach around. As my
and working there as a secretary.
fingers grew. I began changing in— Refereeing high school basketball
struments."
games somewhere in Kentucky.
She now plays mandolin, guitar, ban' —Singing at weddings or composing
jo, fiddle, piano, harmonica and
music. She's already won the Red Foley
dulcimer.
Award.
"I took one semester of voice but felt
—Campaigning for Republican
I didn't fit into the course because it
nomioation as county judge executive
was operaonented. I'm more in tune
of' Casey County. That's reserved for
with ballads and folk songs. They're
weekends.
popular in the dormitories."
"I go home to Liberty and talk to
Last year she received $100 and the
everyone," said Ms. I.uttrell. "I'm doRed Foley plaque as the student who
ing it because there is a lot my county
contributed most to campus social life
needs and nothing is being done about
through music.
it.''
On May 27, she and twu other
She served briefly as judge pro-tem,
students will fly to St. Louis for a funddecided to run for the office the first
raising event.
woman to do so — and was surprised by,
-Anyone interested in contributing to
the positive reaction.
the college is expected to be there.
"People have been telling me that we
We're selling Berea to them through
need a woman in the courthouse. They
our voices."
also thank me for not promising them
That's only one highlight of the week.
the moon."
She will be graduating on Sunday and
Political expenses have been
two days later. Casey County voters
minimal because her income is limited.
_wall he deciding_the_political future of
-Me's-Pa:Ong- fOr her ecruCation by Worktheir 25-year-old candidate and the two
ing at the college and refereeing. "It
men opposing-her
keeps me away from campus two or
-We need industry. We need an inthree nights a week butt receive $25 per
dustrial park. We need programs for
game and 15 cents per mile." She
youngsters who have nothing to do."
recently qualified to call college games.
she said.
After her freshman year. she took a
After she finishes a concert. someone
sabbatical and joined county governthe audience always asks about her
inent as an administrative assistant, •name, Daisy Mae,
and the whereabouts
with 'her salary COMfillE from the Comof I .11 Abner.
prehensive Employment and Training
"My Dad supplied the name. Why. I
Act.
don't know," she replies.
She returned to Berea in 1979 as a
•-As for L'il Abner, there's no room
physical education major. One thing
my schedule for him.••

The Murray City Council at its
meeting on March 3 authorized the purchase of almost $13,000 in equipnient for
the Murray Water and Sewer System
and the Murray Natural Gas System.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maude
Wells Clanton, 81, and Charles Clenimons.
Prof. Frank E. Gunter of the Murray
State College Art Faculty has been
named winner of a state wide competition in sculpture and will represent .
Kentucky in a national competition at
St. Louis, Mo.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Boggess.
A special program by the Combined
Choirs of Henry County, Tenn., and
Calloway County will be held at
Douglas High School, Murray. on Sunday. This will be the group that recently
appeared on the Paducah TV Station.
South Marshall beat Benton and
North Marshall beat Douglas in the
semi-finals of the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament held at
Murray State College. High team
scorers were Jones for South Marshall.
Darnell and Morgan for Benton. Seay'.
for North Marshall, and Duffy for
Douglas.

30 Years Ago
Forty-one 4-H Club boys and girls attended the first in a series of 4-H Tractor Maintenance and Operation,
Schools held March 2 at the Stokes
Tractor and Implement Company.
Deaths reported include Gat Phillips.;
67.
Elliott Lawrence and his famous Or- ;
chestra will appear on the compus
Murray State College tomorrow for a
concert and dance.
Sharpe beat Hardin to win the Fourth
District High School Basketball Tournament at Murray State College. High
team scorers were Darnell for Sharpe
and Gardner and York for Hardin.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox left today for a
visit with relatives in Dallas. Texas.
Lindsey's Jewelers will give free
1951 edition of Wylie's Fishing Calendar
just by your request at the store on the
west side of the court square. -- -

Bible Thought
Pray
without ,
I Thessalon ions 5: I 7,

ceasing.

Life ought to be lived in a

constant prayerful awareness of
God and His purposes for each
life.

Todav In Historv
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 5. the 64th
day of 1981 There are 301 days left in
the year
Today's highlight in history:
On March 5, 1770. British troops
clashed with a Boston crowd in what
came to be known as the "Boston
massacre."
On this date:
In 1766, Spain took possession of New
Orleans from the French.
In 1867, an abortive Fenian uprising
began in Ireland.
In 1933, Adolf Hitler and his Nazi Party scored a victory in the German ekeIn 1953. Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin
died in Moscow after 29 years in office.
Ten years ago: There were crashes
between students and troops searching
for four kidnapped American airmen in
Turkey.
Five years ago: The British pound
was worth less than $2 for the first time.
Today's birthdays: Actor Rex Harrison is 73.
Thought for today : We are inclined to
believe those we do not know, because
they never have deceived us --- Samuel
Johnson, English writer 1709-17841.
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Aging Of America Promotes Increasing Interest
!Ja
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adnal increase in the proportion of older persons, has
promoted increasing inteeest
iii college campuses In the
held of gerontology. according to Dr Miles E. Simpson.
chairman of the Department
it Sociology and Anthropology
at Murray State University..
Interest in the aging process
IN not entirels academic. said
Simpson. but based on training college students for
careers in services to older
persons.
A program of study leading
to a tumor in gerontology at

hAru state 'has
become fully operational. The
number of undergraduates
planning to obtain the nunor
has not been deternuned, but
more than 100 students are
enrolled in one or more of the
courses, said Simpson
, The job outlook in the held
of gerontology is rather good.
As the number of older persons increases, we are going
to need a lot of people trained
to work specifically with the
elderly," said SiMpson.
Funded with a three-year
$240,000 grant from the
Depart"ilent of Health, Educa-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Blemish
5 Article
8 Mans nickname
12 King e g
13 Lamprey
14 Lamb's pen
name
15 Macaw
16 Tills
18 Demon
19 T4ntalum
symbol
20 Danish island
21 Supposing
that
23 Digraph
'2 4 Paths
26 Beef animal
28 Apportion
29 Devoured
30 Pedal digit
32 Greek letter
33 State Abbr
34 Tense
35 Beverage
36 Brim
37 Error
38 Spool
40 Simple
4 t Tellurium
Symbol
43 State Abbr
44 Vessel
45 Army off
47 Asian ox
49 Prophets
51 Enemy
52 Introductions
55 Verve
56 Pigeon pea
C 7 Waste allowance
DOWN
1 Shool
2 Side by side
3 Mouths

4 Football
abbr
5 Rips
6 Leander s
love
7 Shade tree
8 Pronoun
9 — Baba
10 Alraiii
11 Record
16 Yard parts
17 Location
20 Os of
Celebes
22 Iron symbol
25 Change
26 As written
Mus
27 Russian
stockade
28 Arab garment
29 High mountain
31 Summer Fr
33 Be ill
3

2
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TODAY
THROUGH MARCH 10th

20%

Off

On Prom
Dresses

50%

Off
Wedding
Gowns

One Group
Of Pagent
Dresses

•••`.1h,
,

' h

Elaine's Bridal World
& Formal Shop
Big K Shopping Center

Paris, Tenn. — 901-642-9334
lllll
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tology program at Murray
State IS designed OS a supplement to other areas of study
*To enhance employment
prospects, it is best to study
gerontologs as a supplement
to another field of focus," said
Simpson
The Murray State program
is designed to give students
studying gerontology as a supplement to another field of
focus." said Simpson
The Murray State program
is designed to give students
study mg gerontology practical experience in four areas
They are communications
disorders, legal studies,
recreation, and federal and
state programs for senior
citizens
Simpson said expansion of
government programs for
older persons may be slowed
in the present era of budget
reductions, but the long-range
outlook is for additional services, creating a shortage of

•

dined personnel with

backgrounds in gerontology
Because of improvements in
diet and medicine, the number
of persons age 60 and older tn
Aitlerlea LS predicted to double
by the year 2000. said Simpson
-The increased number of
older Amencans will have a
strong voice III demanding
government services. Of
course there will•problems
of sufficient money to finance
the programs," he said
Students studying gerontology, Simpson added, may
plan for careers in a variety of
settings including senior
citizens' centers, retirement
communities, geriatric units
in hospitals, government
agencies, and legal services
aimed at specific problems
such as the death of a spouse
or obtaining retirement
benefits.
Dr. Cleavonn Stratton. instructor in the portion of the
gerontology program dealing

atiuq
L
with
familiai with two groups,"
disorders, said an increasing said Simpson. He called the
number of trained persons will categories the -frail old."
be needed to work with elderly ages 75 and older, and the
victims of strokes, hearing im- "young old," ages 60 to 75.
pairments and senility.
-The frail old are experienc-Because of improvements ing the largest number of
are
people
in health care,
medical problems. Their
simply staying around a lot health is deteriorating and
longer- And that is a mixed they may be confined to a nurblessing because it means sing home or hospitalized," ht.
there will be additional said.
medical problems common to
The group Simpson calls the
older persons," she said.
"young old" may pose the
most social changes as their
Kizzie Cantrell, grant coornumbers increase. "These
dinator for the gerontology
people are very capable but
program, said the large
presently are under utilized."
number of departments on
"When the Social Security
campus involved is unique.
system was begun, there acthe
by
DepartAdministered
tually was a much smaller
ment of Sociology and Anportion of the population atthropology, other departtaining age 65. NoW, we find
ments involved are special
the workforce having to be
education, recreation, nursreoriented to accept persons
ing, political science and legal
65 and older."
studies, and home economics,
Students studying geronshe said.
tology learn that way's to "reStudents studying geronorient" the workforce include
tology actually are becoming
shifting older persons away
from strenuous physical labor
and into support positions,
often on a part-time basis, he
said.

Sperm, Breast Milk Banks
Report Increasing Business
fant fare, lost weight and grew
weak.
"We felt time was running
out." said the woman, who
asked not to be identified to
daughter's
her
proteet
privacy. "We were sure she
was going to die. We felt we'd
done everything we could."
Heeding an allergist, the
couple turned to a breast milk
bank in New York. the closest
they could find. In the year
that followed, the couple spent
nearly $2,000 to fly breast milk
By ROBERT MACY
from banks in New York and
Associated Press Writer
Worcester, Mass.
KANSAS CITY. Kan. API
When milk could not be ob— The bank operates out of a tained from New York, the
basement freezer and charges baby's pediatrician appealed
no service fees. The deposits to nursing mothers he knew in
and withdrawals are all liquid the Kansas City area. Among
assets.
them was Mrs. Miller. now 27.
Two Kansas City women
A year later, Mrs. Miller
have set up the Midwest's first met Denise Link, 24. The milk
breast milk bank, one of about bank was started when the two
a dozen nationwide. Its aim is began recruiting nursing
to save young lives.
mothers for donors.
"I think a breast milk bank
They have plunged ahead
is just as important as a blood despite the foggy legal
bank or an eye bank," says ramifications of supplying
Linda Miller, who is expecting milk to someone else's child.
her third child and is one of the The legislators decided the
bank organizers.
state should not get involved
The local venture has a in the licensing of breast milk
growing array of backers, in- banks. But they said the state
cluding a doctor's wife who • Health Department could probelieves donated breast milk vide guidance to the two
saved her adopted baby; a women without legal entangleSpringfield. BL woman who ment.
turned to Kansas City mothers
Dr. Michael Sheehan, a
for breast milk for an ailing in- neonatologist at Children's
fant, and several Kansas Mercy Hospital, said he had
legislators who snickered some reservations about milk
about the idea three weeks banks: "Donors must be rigidago.
ly screened for illnesses such
The legislators dropped the as tuberculosis, venereal
levity Feb. 17 when a parade disease and hepatitis. And the
of witnesses told how new milk must be carefully
mothers feel when they cannot sterilized, frozen and stored."
breast feed but their babies reThe two women say they
ject cow's milk and formula screen their candidates
-and how parents search in carefully. They reject some
vain for breast milk for their women — smokers, for examadopted infants.
ple. "Smoke, even something
Such was the case of the doc- like aspirin, can go through
tor's wife, who watched anx- breast milk," Mrs. Link said.
iously in the summer of 1979 as
Milk from 14 donors is now
her adopted 6-week-old stored in a freezer in the
daughter rejected normal in(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
clients are anxious on their
first visits. They are
frustrated couples seeking to
become parents, but unable to
conceive. They are new
mothers or adoptive parents,
frantic because their babies
cannot nurse or reject cow's
milk and formula. Banks that
save sperm and banks that
save breast milk have set up
around the country, and
report increasing business.

'NOW LEASING.

WALNUT PLAZA
Offering

•Prime Office Space Built To Your Specs.
*Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
*4,000 Sq. Ft. of Space Available
•Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
'Elevator Service & Sprinkler Systems
'Plenty Of Parking Available
'Conveniently Located Near Banks & Court House

Call For More Information
753-4682,753-5870,753-8302,753-9621

Reagans Celebrate
29th Anniversary

WASHINGTON (API —
President and Mrs. Reagan
celebrated their 29th wedding
anniversary Wednesday evening at one of Washington's
most expensive French
restaurants and said their
years of marriage seem "like
29 minutes."
Accompanied by several
California friends at the
Jockey Club, the president
and the first lady dined on
water chestnut salad, lamt
medallions, potato souflee,
and ice cream parfaits, after
having pre-dinner drinks in a
cocktail lounge.
As they left the restaurant,
they were asked how they felt
after 29 years of marriage.
"Seems like 29 minutes,"
;aid Mrs. Reagan.
The president echoed her:
''She said it. It sterns, like 29
minutes."
Asked if he still loved his
wife, the president said "more
than ever. It grows.Mrs. Reagan chimed in
more than ever."
A.sked what gifts the president and Mrs. Reagan exchanged, Mark Weinberg, an
assistant White House press
secretary, said they "decided
to exchange their love"
because they were "too busy"
to go shopping.

Miller basement. Frozen milk
can be kept for a year, Mrs.
Link said.
The most recent recipient is
5-month-old Sean Flesch of
Springfield, Ill., whose
mother, Leann Flesch, said
she had to quit nursing
because of illness. Sean rejected both formula and cow's
milk.
Desperate, Mrs. Flesch contacted a milk bank in New
York and was referred to Mrs.
Miller. She shipped one gallon
of milk to Mrs. Flesch Feb. 14,
another Feb. 20. Publicity'
brought calls from 20 local
mothers offering to provide
milk.
The women require a doctor's prescription for the milk
but charge no fee.
"We do not charge and we
do not pay," Mrs. Link said.
"We don't'believe you can put
a price on human milk."

RUG TIME — Norma Rankin, a senior majoring in special
education at Murray State University from Crossville,
shows a resident of West View Nursing Home in Murray
how to make a rug from strips of cloth. Miss Rankin is participating in a program of study leading to a minor in
geronotolgy at Murray State. She hopes to use her
training in the field of aging to supplement a career in
either special education or recreation.
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COMPUTERS
St in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
Spectacular Color Graphics
and Exciting Sound

From

Plug-In Program Paks for
Entertainment, Personal Use
Write Your Own Programs And
Save Them on Cassettes
Easy for Beginners to Use•
Expandable for Experts
Use your own color IV

and Cassette reCOrde,0, buy airs.

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000
AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES, COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Dunn's Has It All.

••

We Have
Living Room
Suits To Fit
Everyone's Taste!

Traditional
Styling

Classic
Early American
And...

We Have Also Just
Received A Wide Selection
Of 1981 Styled Recliners.
Come By & See
Them Today!

Dunn
Furniture
Warehouse
641 N.

753-3037

•

RPCT

enew

1
Al/A I

I
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Math-A-Thon Participants Given Shirts, Certificates

Sociology, Anthropology
Chairman Co- Authors

Murray Elementary School students who participated in the St. Jude'sMatli-a-thon wet,
.-cently presented T-shirts and certificates of appreciation at mime' wide asseiiiblies I

students flow both Robertson and I rtei iiiised approximately SLAM 00 14•1" St JO,
(fiilrlrecis ttescarch Hospital

Cholestrol Risk Article
A research article cowritten by Dr Miles E Simpson, chairman of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Murray State
University, which examines
cholesterol and the risk of
heart attack In individuals has
been accepted by the medical
Journal, Psychosomatic
Medicine
Titled, "Type A Behavior,
Field Dependence and Serum
lapids,•• the study was a joint

1
>ecial
e, Ill.,
lurray
s parlor in
e her
er in

Elephants are the Ix L
living land animals

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
ROBERTSON WINNERS — Robertson students who participated in the St. Jude's
Math-a-thon included, 1st row, from left, Michelle Scott, Kelli Zahr, Amiee Thorton,
Kelly Krouse, Stephanie Vanover, Mark Simmons, Scott Andrus. 2nd row, Jason
Wright, Heather Hughes, Chris Norsworthy, Allen Rayburn, Jonathan Logue, David
Senftleber. 3rd row, Jennifer Fairbanks, Sissy Warner, Jeremy Larkins, Doi* Hendon,
SAannon Blanton, Josh Johnson, Kevin Newell.

licensed Fol
Commercial & Residential

CARTER WINNERS — Carter students participating in the St. Jude's Math-a-thon were
1st row, from left, Scott Foster and Tom Thyrrnond. 2nd row, John Muelman, Scott
Gordon, Alison Routt, Jessica Brannon, Jennifer Page, Mary Ann Todd, Marty Williams
3rd row, Stephen Conners, Sandy Hoke, Dina Fazi, Jo Ann Kelly, Holly Nicks, Tina
Lane, Clint Hudson, Brett Rabatin, Gene Cook.

Call 436-2372
Murray. Ky.
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Rosedale Bortlet

W. Main
753-4681

Plochman Squeeze

CATSUP

10 1 :0z

nd

cipw"
TEA BAGS

si 39

Golden Gridle Pancake

48c1

SYRUP

59'
210z 99'

Hyde Park Apple

Lucky Leaf Natural
APPLESAUCE

20 oz

Hyde Park Peach

PIE FILLING
•

6 oz

Hyde Park Alumi

°-"-

n

FOIL

24 oz.

PIE FILLING

19
'
59'

Limit 3
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products/

I

Grade 'A'
Large

C
20 oz 79

Toilet Tissue

74

29 oz 69C

PEACHES

Maxwell House New Master Blend
13 oz $1 89
COFFEE

Doz.

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Limit 3

26 oz

89

4 Roll Pkg.

With S12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products
•

Maxwell House New Master Blend

\

White Cloud

Eggs

Sav-Sum Sliced

COFFEE

/tiT1/

99'

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

2 liter Size

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

$1149

®
4)

Johnson New Butter Flavor
CRUST

32 oz

Coca Cola
or Pepsi

Prices Good March 5
Through March 11

Hyde Park

3/S1

MUSTARD

••

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Store Hours
8:00-7:00
Mon.-Sat

1407
16 oz.59C

PEARS

)V

effort by I M Simpson Dr t
ward McCranie of the Medi.
College of Georgia and Iir
Joan Stevens of the Universit
of Michigan Medical Center
The study concluded It.
the risk of heart attack m
not be related to a perso,.
personality

•

Limit 3

With S12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobboca & Dairy Products

Kraft 32 oz

IS
Sou thern Gerri Cut

MIRACLE WHIP

USDA

Whole
Fryers

Paper

,00,, 99'

PLATES

—.5
Kraft Velveeta

$1 19
32 oz

JELLY

CHEESE
Hyde Park Gold o White

Si 39

OLEO

$1 79

/

N
lb

$1 29
I

OwensC

3-5 lb pkg lb

$139

Owens Best

I

lIE
B)
els BEEF

PEPPERED

$189
SWISS STEAK
Field 1 Lb.

lb

I

$159
WIENERS

lb

1207

WIENERS

12 14 lb

HAM

$1 19

Bryan's Boneless Smokey Hollow
or whole ib 11 98
HAM

Eckrich All Meat

69'

ONION SETS
Red and White Seed
POTATOES

•
C
Yiillw
ON SETS

25'
59'

LEMONS
1 Lb Bog Cello

200 size Dol

79C

Save More On
Hyde Park Milk

3/S100

CARROTS

39C

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK

$21

g

CELERY
Hyde
LoCai
Pork

929
lb

BEEF

CHICKEN

•
•
-

Hydd Park
IPEFRUIT
6
F oRP

$219
lb.

gal

gal S21 5

189

Owen's Bost Oven

BAKED HAM

1 99
MILK
GRAPES

lb

• ewmtwoolorsewswevessoseesWle
•

•
•

White or Red

Calif. Sul:44...s.)

lg. 36 Size

BOLOGNA

a03:tja'
U4:1
1
1
:

ARI r

lb

Owen s Best B.B.O.

Emge Fully Cooked Smoked Whole

r
o

BEEF

'4'9
'4'9

Owens Best B.8 Q

$139

•

Just In Time For
Spring Planting

lb

Field Pro Leaguer

'
6
"

20 Lb

•

Economy Ground
BEEF.„ ........
U S Choice Arm Cut

DOG FOOD.

Lb

Grade 'A' Fresh Chickeb

BREASTS

•

39PIZA

Come And Get It

lb

Stew
Meat
$1 89

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

\\\

39'
""
L.
79'

U.S. Choice
Boneless Extra Lean

Chuck
Roast

Bacon

2 Lb Box

Mrs Filberts Soft Whipped

40 oz

U.S. Boneless
Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

$1 19

All Flavors 11 1.oz.

15 oz

Smuckers Grape

SYRUP

'ii

.. 15,2.2 3/1

BEANS
Hyde Park Tomato
SAUCE

59'

` •

ilb

OLEO

Joan of Arc Kidney

8 ct

BARS

2/89'

28oz

GREEN BEANS

Carnation Slender

Hyde Park

el

51b bee S

1 39

MILK
BUTTERMILK

got

Home

$1 21

Hyde Pork

BROCCOLI

hunch 69C

gal

1S 1
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ljkal Notice

PM

legat
3F.,.4216.
2.1kice

3E 3El'I

14. Want To Bei

15.-/GficTes For Sale

22. Musical

21. M.Home Rents

Comic books Archway Quick
top Highway 641 North
Old slot machine or old
Wurlitzei 78 RPM Juke box
wanted Any condition top
Lash paid Call collect (314;
962-9/65

MP
34. Houses For Rent

r

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

41.1

M.Pets-Supplies

_
.; with Upright piano $50 /532392 IMO, all electric, mobile
AKC German Shepherd pup
'I •
•
'irray, Ky will Met
eleatii. pump 491 8204
home, located in Murray on House for rent 2 bedroom. pies 18 champions in !.
sale
put.,
Univox bass amplifier and
p.m.Friday. March ti
newly
decorated.
121
Cot
Typewriters fur sale IBM Ex- silver tone bass guitar, $85 prate lot $120 per month dwater 489-2775
generations
Registers(
Presorts
V•o, to
.
"
1980, at 5th & Walnut Streets the following vehicles
,
$120 deposit Call 753-9829
American Eskimo puppies
•\trolls,.
ecutive model 0 Royal 5000 Call 753-2280
(oft
•."
These will be sold as is where is for cash only They
•
House
for
r
rent,
Taylor
trstetetsee •I ph000episs
store
•o
Selector,
502-554-215
S
per
Two
y
Remington
3
bedroom
trailer
very
can be inspected from 12 00-1 00 p ni on the dSte or
Selector, IBM Select Corrector. 21Ttiterminating
clean. approximately 24 miles community Call /53-8375- Dog obedience classes AK(
the sale at the sale location
We
have
a
left
few
so
on
hurry!
641
South
•
STUDIO
No
German Shepherds and AK(
pets
753- between 6 and 7 pm
CARTER
life Real Estate. Aurora, 4748436 after 5 Om
Immediate
piissession, Austrailian cattle dogs Call
(11 one 1979 Chevrolet, Camaro Ea. Ser
rim 8298 1
MS
All
•
CALL
I Mon
Used au-conditioner Call 753 2717
Two bedroom trailer, near Mur- redecorated house, cook stove, 436-2858
v1Q871.91-552193. 350 4 bbl V8 elect rear window
9104 days or /531551 nights
near Murray. no pets allieduce
Used office desks and chairs
3:Card of Thanks
ray. no pets Call 489-2611
,,•togger, air conditioning, tilt wheel, floor mats
iii.
17•1
References, deposit $150
Used bass guitar amplifier Call Call or see lames Futrell at
MU
tl with carmine vinyl bucket interior
The
Two mobile homes One .1 753-7551.
ly of Mrs Dorothy 753 2280
753-7668 days or 753-2394
May Davis wish to thank
JONES
bedroom one 2 bedroom. 3
nights
Can
be
seen
Kelley's
at
405
Termite
one 1974 Cher.. Ser. r1N69H4S178816. Caprice
-veryone who showed acts of
acre lot, w miles east of Mur- Nice 2 or 3 bedroom house .
FRUIT
STAND
Poplar
Cal!,
Street
near
kindness and sympathy during Used 1120 inch floor buffer South 4th St
cssic, 4 door.
ray Call 753-5793
& Pest Control
and attachment Call 759- lUHome
School Rent with or without
tne loss of our loved one
305 S. 12th
Furnhbii
j
Phone
753-3914
Two
bedroom
,
house
trailer for appliances. A/C and disposal
4845
Mrs Plenty Perry
. one 1977 Ford, Ser. 070621.172136, 2 door, hard
753-3773
Antique dishes and lots of good
rent, 1200. $150 rent 759- Garage for storage and large
Want to buy Used card table used furniture
w• it. row epee 6', dors •
for sale 489
4592
parking
area
deposit,
$100
no
Call
474-9129
sleek,
or
weather peneitting.
475-2346 2175
6.H41Vinted
24. Miscellaneous
Two bedroom furnished trailer, lease, $270 per month. Call
after 5 pm
Ines enseges. iib. bogs,
one 1978 Ford, Ser. 08B414183-Liu. Model ;4. 4
Babysitter daytime, must have
Avacado G E refrigerator for For sale complete set of pro- couples preferred Call 759- 759-1020 evenings
Uses OAP grepefreii, 11 b.
Station Wagon
bops, Avoids rise ripe
references and transportation Want to buy small camper Call sale. 753-0178
fessional chimney sweep 1044
Two bedroom house, stove and
753-5738 after 5 pm
towestoes, lettece, colthoge,
Call 753-1463
For sale Herculon love seat and equipment Call 498-8958 or Two bedrooms, furnished, refrigerator furnished, deposit
1977 Mercury Brougham 4 door, loaded
Pell peppers, red
rid
sofa, fair condition, $50 Call 43628/6
E xperienced cook, apply in per- 13. Articles For Sale
clean mobile home $75 securi- required, $175 month, close to
cereseb•rs,
,
after 4 pm, 753-7/14
son ONLY. Fern Terrace Lodge.
college.
Call 753-2967 after 5
Lawn and garden lime. 50 lb. ty deposit $150 per month
redraft, !social sourish,
8-track
Car
tape
player
and
2. Notice
rent
pm
1505
Stadium View Drive, MurNo pets Call 753-4808
celery, *Oros'. Noses, lemons,
2. Notice
booster. Magnavox component For sale Five drawer chest, bag. $199. White marble landred God yellow eppies cendy,
ray
Three bedroom. 4 miles west of
stereo. two 14'. snow radials on solid oak, excellent condition. scape chips, 50 lb bag. $2 49. 29. Heating-Cooling
mos, melons
AL'S SUPER SHELL
Murray on 94 garden spot.
Help wanted, days and nights, Chevy wheels. one 14 maple kitchen table and 4 Quikrete concrete mix. 60 lb For sale
C. lore Noe (merry mei
Used central air recently
Need to buy 1 good
South 4th Stripe
redecorated, available
apply in person at McDonalds. Goodyear GI radial set of chairs, one maple end table. bag. $2.78: Mortar mix. 60 lb. conditioning
you cot t beet eer price IV•
unit Call 759 March
used transmission
bag. $3.23 Coast to Coast
and
Murray Complete Auto
one
month
$125
per
15.
pair
of
large
hons,
table
water
ski's,
food ripe. later,
set of Rocket
Marketing Position Nationwide
Hardware, Central Shopping 4024
to tit 71 Hornet.
Call 753-4406 or 435-4119
garden pleats.
Repair free lobe with
travel expenses paid, salary wheels, set of Morose valve lamps Call 753-7901 after 4 Center.
Call 753-6173 after
30. Business Rental
oil and filter change.
Three bedrooms, 2 baths
negotiable $15-20.000 range. covers for small block -Chevy pm.
5 Ask for Sherry
753 7896.
washer and dryer furnished. In 41. Public Sale
Inventory reduction sale on all Need to sale! Sanyo stereo
Requires B S in Marketing, call 753-6306 after 5 Pm'
kshel
receiver,
$150.
One
pair
Marshall County. Call 1-527Kelvinator
Business, or Accounting. Call
refrigerators,
Sell one item or a hundred_ BrAcoustic
Hardin
ome
to
phase
Discount
speakers.
Warehous
85
e
7222.
dishwashers, ranges, washers.
Action Personnel. 753-6532
BIBLE CALL
DIVORCE
ing your salable items to New
Shoes, 3rd & Watkins in Hardin and dryers in stock only. 25% watt capacity $150 each. 1
Storage
Space
37.
livestock-Supp
Need a reliable high school stu- and save We have new
lies Concord Auction Barn, Monday
"God hates it,"
Facing the Problems on
month old. Call 753-6652
For Rent
dent to babysit weekend nights shipments of ladies heels, off cash pickup at the store
Mark 10:6-9
a College Campus For rent Horse stalls. Call 759- through Saturday Antique
price. Coast to Coast Hardware, Used ice machine clearance.
only.
759-1842.
753-4758
items sold on the first Saturday
ladies and girls popular boat Central Shopping Center.
Answer
759.4444. Bible Story
4588 or 753-7631
All types. 502-554-5090 after 4
of the month. All else sold on
Need women 21 or qver to do shoes. Yo-Yo style shoes all
759.4445.
pm.
,
Horses
for
sale,
pleasure
and
Sears
Kenmore
washer
and
32.'Apts. For Rent
the third Saturday of the moncleanup work at Murray Coun- sorts of athletic shoes all
using, registered quarter and
dryer, heavy duty set, harvest Wood for sale. 436-2758.
try Club. must be flexible. Call leather Durango cowboy boots
Apartments for rent, near grade. Call 928-2280 or 928- th. For information call 436Looking for a Bargain. Try Norgold,
late
model,
condigood
5353.
436-2912. Monday and Tues- for men We are expecting
downtown Murray. 753-4109.
2657.
man's Curiosity Shop in Hardin For sale Complete print shop day
ladies fashion western boots by tion. Small upright freezer. 25. Business Services
after 5 pm
43.
Real Estate
Duplex
for
good
all
rent,
condition
kitchen
Open Thursday. friday and including. A.B Dick offset
Call
ap753-5209
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 8 AM
the end of this week
press, folding machine. col- Need part time bookkeeper at
pliances, central heat and air. your good mares for 1981 BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE
or 753-3015.
Satir
.
gy 9 5
to
6
PM,
nights
Saturdays
and
lator Simple Simon camera. Smith's Used Cars Must be For sale Boat trailers. Martin
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
breeding season. Three Have you always wanted a
Used couches and chairs. new by appointment. 759-1425.
CLASSIFIED AD A.B Dick plate
burner stapling familiar with used car boxes, dog houses. wind mills. couch. gas
cabin on the lake. but a dream
stallions. 753-6126.
For
rent.
bedroom
2
apartstove,
table
and
DEADLINES
26.
IV-Radio
machine twin heads, art table, business Come by our South potatoe boxes, many other
house on the water lust cost
ments
Embassey.
at
chairs.
753-3530
Call
759-4592
In order for your ad to appear Addressograph
Pets-Suppl
38.
ies
addressing 4th Street location, ask for Hal_ kinds of wood work, 3 miles
too much' Now you can afford
19" Channel Master color t.v., or 753-4331 after 5 pm.
on the date you specify you trust machine
of
that luscious summer retreat or
Graphotype Programmer Analyst. B.S. in west Benton, KY. Highway W 17. Vacuum Cleaners
excellent. $225 or best offer
adhere to the followingdwadlines
Furnished apartments. 1 or 2 AKC Boxer at stud, proven sire, live there all year round
408. Phone 527-9070.
typewriter. 5.000 frames. Ideal Computor
This
Electrolux Sales and Service. 753-8443.
An ad must be called or brought in
Boxer puppies available in
_Science or B.S. in
bedrooms.
for
sleeping
also
rooms.
religious print shop or two Business
custom built home located
by 12 Neon the day before in
April or May. 753-0347
with computor ex- Like new. Craig AM-FM stereo. Tony Montgomery. 753-6760
New.
19
inch
color
tv
.
$150
Zimmerman
Apartments.
South
among the trees of your 55
order to appear in the next days person commercial print shop. perience. Must know RPG
8-track. turn table, and 19. Farm Equipment
767-6155.
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel acres features 3 bedrooms
16th, 753-6609.
paper with the exception of ads Also assorted supplies_ Ca I language
with
and be familiar with speakers. $125. Also a Craig
pups.
each.
$75
Also
at
stud.
to Mr in Monday s paper, they 759-4600.
sauna. 2 baths, lush carpet,
bedroom,
IBM GSD systems. Call Action AM-FM stereo, 8-track turn 175 A/C tractor, 1600 hours, 4 Wanted responsible party to Furnished
1
black
and
must be called or brought in by.
white
Cocker,
exrow John Deere planter, 5' Ford take up small monthly payment carpeting and air, one block
screened-in porch, and
Personnel. 753-6532.
table and speakers. $50. Also chisol
IC armii. on Saturday
fireplace There are already
plow, 11 ft. Tuff-lino on color t v Warranted 753- from University. $110 per mon- cellent record. 753-0662
a small coffee table. $10. Call disk. 4
To hare on ad cancelled before
FOR RENT
Storage Bldgs. •
row cultivator, 100 7575.
th. 759-4538.
AKC registered Doberman pup- dock facilities and a private
Publication you will need to con753-8465.
Gilson Power Bolt Log
gallon stainless spray tank. Call 27. Mobile Home Sales
Custom
Built
pies Call 759-4588 or 753- road Guess what! You can
portable
tact us by 8 a.m. that morning
For
rent:
3
room
furnished
14'
Runabout with 50 hp 436-2269 after 6 pm.
Splitter by day or job.
have all this and the lovely furbuildings Call 753-0984.
7637.
in order for it not to appear
apartment,
carpeted,
garbage
in
1974
Double
wide
mobile
motor:
1973 10 hp Gravely 470 Case
Operator available. All
that days editIon
13.
tractor for sale. 8' home, 24x36. partially furnish- disposal, lots of closets. Can be Black Labrador puppies 6 niture too for a reduced price
For
Sale
or
Trade
lawn
tractor.
40" mower, 40''
of $59.500 Ready to move in'
stovewood
hardwood
ed or unfurnished All electric seen at Owen Food Market, weeks old. $25. 753-4498 or Call Spann Realty Associates,
For sale or trade for car or grader blade electric start; 2 grader blade. Calli489-2164.
for sale 525.00 per
753-8918.
truck; 0.4 acre lot, 4 miles from wheel cart, 42,000 BTU Singer 1978 For(C1600 diesel, 23 hp, with baseboard electric heat. 1407W Main.
753-7724
rick. Col 753-8351
lake on 94 East, owner will central air-conditioner unit. grader blade, plow, disc, post Very easily heated $7500. For rent 2 bedroom apartment
hole digger, bushhog. wood Phone 1-354-6217
finance. 753-8127.
Call 759-1621.
with appliances No pets.
splitter, and boom pole. 753- 1976 Duke. all electric,
14x10. Deposit required. Call 75313468.
BILL'S FISH
3 bedroom, 2 full baths. under- 7809.
pinning. Call 753-1362 or 753- For rent Extra nice one
20.
Sports
Equipmen
t
MARKET
Mr. & Mrs. Jock loyins & Boys; Mr. & Mrs.
bedroom furnished, carpeted
Minnows. 3 dozen for $1.00; 3755
Factory Direct • Coast to Coast
Charles lovins & Boys: Mr. & Mrs. Don Tefft
Thurs., Fro &
Nightcrawlers. $1.19 dozen; 1974, 12x60. Hillcrest, central apartment. Call 753-2967 after
Best Quality S. lowest Prices
5
pm.
Children:
Mr.
Crappie
gas
8
air-conditioni
Mrs.
heat
rigs
Ronnie
and
3
lot
ng,
Lovins
News
$1.19. East
& Son: and
Society and
Professional Services - Easy Terms
CATFISH
underpinned,
Y
Grocery.
Donnie
with
Lovins,
deck
753-8786.
wish
753Sports 753-1 91 8. Retail
their
Mother, Mother-InHwy. 641 S. Paris, In.
Whole. . . . lb. $1.70
Phone: 642-2231
MUR-CAL
Law, and Grandmother the Happiest Birthday
Display advertising
The Pistol People Invest in a 6613.
Steaks . . lb. $1.80
753-1919. Classified
ever! Thank God for blessing us with her, for
APARTMENTS
feeling of security, largest 12x70
Mobile
Boneless Lb. $1.00
Display, Classified,
she means so much!
variety, lowest priced, no Townhouse, 2 bedroo
Northwood Dr.
Circulation and the
Happy Birthday Mama, we all love you very
registration or red tape in Ken- bath, new carpet. electric or
BUFFALO
Murray, KY
Business Office may
gas.
tucky
437-4955.
Country
Boy
Store.
9
much.
Whole. . . . Lb. 50
1, 2 and 3 bedroom
be reached on 753.
miles
west
of
Hopkinsville
juncGod
bless you!
12x65 Mobile home. 3
Cut Up ... . Lb. 943'
30% off selected wallpaper
1916 and 753-1 917.
apartments, -Akantion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5. bedroom, lit bath.
Call 153dicapped units. Ap30 to 50% off woven wood shades
Sunday 12-5,(5021 885-5914
0069 after 4.30 pm
plications available at
22..Music
al
40%
HERE 5 ANOTHER
off one inch mini blinds.
Mobile
home,
12.x65..
good
5ORRY..I DINT KNOW
The Village
PANPELiON GIVE
Baldwin grand piano. Ebony condition, $4400. Owner. 43ETHEY
EVER
POOFED"
BACK
641 North
IT A "POOF"
case and stool, immaculate 5414.
Don Miller Office
condttion Call 247-3068 after 12x60 trailer. excellent
condi701 5. 4th
Equal
8 pm for details
7330839
tion. Must sell. $3500. See at
Housing Opportunity
New and used Baldwin piano 144 Riveria Courts. 759-1217
4/14.
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.. 12x58 Scheville.
Z bedroom, Furnished
efficiency apartacross from the Post Office, mostly furnished.
$3800 Call ment Inquire
100 South 13th
REID.
753-8417 between 8 and 4
St
Piano in storage. Beautiful pm.
THERE'S SOME
spinet-console stored locally.
PEEWEE ,
For rent 2 bedroom furnished
THIS CHEESE IS SO
HI NANCY--CHEESE IN THE
Reported like new. Responsible 1/x61. Two bedroom, 2 bath. apartment, close to University,
wHAT
OLD IT HAS HOLES
fully
furnished.
--I'M HUNGRY
underpinned
REFRIGERATOR -641 Auction Sale Every
party can take a big saving -on
ARE YOU
no pets. Deposit required. 753I N IT
MAKE A
low payment balance. Write and strapped $4600 Can be 7809.
Friday Night At 7 P.M.
DOING
seen
at
Fox
Meadows,
SANDWICH
No.
E-11
Joplin Piano Inc . Joplin. MO
THAT FOR P
This week we hove some primative pieces, kerosene
New
2
or
bedroom
call
153-7827
duplex,
64801. Include home phone
lomps, depression gloss, dishes, stonewarepiaketecnumber.
Trailer on 3 lots. 2 car garage. deposit, all kitchen appliances.
tric lamps, 14 koret gold wedding ring, furniture, tafInd
No
pets.
per
$275
month.
75328x30 wash house, 2 wells,
tools and many more items. Located two miles from
Just received bock, 3
also city water Trailer 10x55 0814.
Paris on Hwy. 641 North.
with extended living room. Newly
redecorated,
pianos, less than year
2
Auctioneer: lorry Baucum No. 5978
bedrooms, utility and garage,
$8500.911153-8451
old. Must sell for balanreasonable rent. Call 492-8594
ce
due
or
monthly
1975,
12o60 1iiking, furnished,
OKAY BEETLE, COME
YOU OVER5TLIFFED Digr
payment. All in eit•
AT ME WITH EVERYTHiN6
washer, dryer. and dishwasher. after 6 pm.
YOU'VE GOT
BAG! D06-FACED, POTSerious inquiries only. Call Nice 2 bedroom apartment.
cellent condition and
near campus. No pets. Washer.
753.5867
under warranty.
BELLIED,SNAG-TOOTHED,
dryer hookup. Call 759-4535 or
CLAYTON'S
1975 Whitecraft. I2x65 trailer,
PIDDLE-POOR IMITATION
753-7575
central air, want someone to 1-527-1912 after 5 pm.
OF A TOP KICK!
take over payments. 753-7127. One bedroom apartment, furYOLI DINKYnished, next to Fairgrounds,
P00 DummY
111 North, air-conditioned. No
OF A...
Lawn & Garden soil testing service
pets Singles preferred 753.
i American Midlands
3139
during

Shi
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MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAMA!

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

Saturclt
Murray
Wicl Cc
This wi
drock r
nit ore,
riding
detaile
Service

AUCTION

vow
tuv-0,12

CaNNER DISHES
ARE 5-nr..1._ ON
E TAE

I M GETTING
THAT,G00•00.
IN THE DEEP JIANGLE ,
04.16601.15
DIRECTEC
,SY AIDU
COMMITTeo crrime6

months of March and April.
Operated by M.S.U. Agronomy Club.
$2 per sample includes recommendation. Bring samples to M.S.U.
Agricultural Dept.(Second floor, North,
Applied Science Building). Make checks
payable to Agronomy Club. 762-3328.

Antique Auction
Saturday, March 7, 1981
6:30 P.M.

New Concord
Auction Barn
436.••5353
New Concord., Ky.
Terry Shoemaker Aurtioarer

Hwy. 121

One bedroom furnished apartment. low utlities 753-3949.
See duplex to appreciate extras! 1906 Greenbrier Road 2
Bedrooms furnished kitchen.
carpet, storage washer and
dryer hookups, deck overlooking wooded lot, deposit, lease
$250 a month 753-5791 or
753-2649 for appointment.
Two bedroom townhouse apartment.
Carpet.
range,
refrigerator, disposal, washer
dryer hookup, central heat and
air. Call 753-7559 or 7537550.
Three bedroom duplex
Fireplace full bath, heat
pump, refrigerators, garbage
disposal, and stove Call 753.
5791.
Three room apartment, 400
South 6th St. Call 247-1459

34. Houses For Rent
Four bedroom house one block
from University Call 753-9138
or 753-5292

Serving

of Tennessee, Inc.

We're banking on you. America, with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands,
inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150.000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)
American Midlands. Inc.
2945 S. 132nd St.• Omaha, NE 681 44
Member NAFCO

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas.
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

RECT
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•
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43. Real Estate

• rp 3 bedroom home
2 miles from town
I'a acres. Nice
Jcle trees, fruit
,.es, and good garden
„it Has garage and
mily room. All in
,
condition and
.ced to sell. $34,000.

Five your old rustic
home 3700 sq ft
nestled in 14 wooded
acres in a secluded
area
Facility for
onimals. fenced See to
believe!!

THIS IS IT' Near schools Near
churches Near grocery low
maintenance
bills Gas
heat
Fireplace 3
bedrooms Price? Low
$30 s Give us a call today at
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta lobs Realtors

753-1222

lams We.. 116 2431
Nem 713 1711
loon4 MIN 733 2409
16/01.6 ION* 731 3041
1.1.32 Nommitt
723 9331
My• 1m••• Inter

ne.
Br
lew
day
jue
day
on
on36

A Saving Home Gas heat
makes it so economical These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home Come
see for yourself 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kit
then with island, double ovens
sewing room all this sitting on
shaded lot Best of all owner
financing available Offered by
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors .753-1492

GE
a
2M

:ost
ord
t or
[his
ted
55
nth
aet.
Ind
ady
ate
can
fur
ice
in?
les.

Purifies& Thurman
leserence &
Real Estate
•.)
Sisiothsld• Court Sq.
kl Merrily, Kentecky
753-4451
\

s

MONEY MAKER
Rental income property only 3 blocks from
the University. Property consists of one
large building with
five rental units and a
smaller building with 2
rental units. All seven
units have seperate
gas and electric'
meters. Current rental
income is $540 per
month. Priced at
$43,000, through Kopperud Realty.
SLIP INTO
SOMETHING
COMFORTABLE
Like this three
bedroom
brick
charmer on quiet
residential
street.
Owners have just
vacated property, so
you can move right in.
Attractive home at an
attractive price. Price
reduced to $41,850.
Contact ,Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main in
Murray.

1

EXCEL' FNT
VALUE
1803 Westwood
Reduced for a quick
sale,
owner
transferred out of
state, this 3 H.R., P
bath, B.V. with central
electric heat and air,
wall-to-wall carpeting.
kitchen-family rooni
comb, dishwasher.
range, exhaust fan, 171
county but has city
sewerage and water
Outside storage room.
carport paved drive.
chain-link fenced
backyard. ' ONLY
43,500.00.
, ON STATE
LINE RD.
OFF 121 SOUTH
A 300 acre farm on
black top that is wellsuited for a cattle
operation. There are
five large grazing
fields 120-60 acres in
each). Each field has a
pond and,fencing.•Approximately 75 acres
is tillable. Owner will
consider financing.
The property is also
well-suited for a subdivision.

•1.110111111 MANAGEMENT

,

753-8080

Good two bedroom house with
redecorated living room and
kitchen Large garage-storage
building. Located near hospital
at 903 Vine Immediate possession. $19.500 Call CO Bondurant Realty 753-9954 or
753-3460
slItoUT NEM TT, Mt.
lonlers snore I tCY1 ”I'vy. 144
ved 1040,1
FARMS HOMES

• HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Communrty

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
front
Everywhere.
"free" Catalog
STROUT REAL rr
No I Ilmse• Imbee
1112 C Wye.. NS
MOT, IF

753-0186
Aerunir

AUCTION SALE

1

Saturday, March 21st, 10:00 a.m., 7 miles east
of
Murray on Highway 280, between Pottertown
and
Wid Cat Creek.
This will be o big sale of extra nice merchandise. Hardrock maple, Early American and French Provincial furniture, almost new appliances, lots of small items,
riding mower, tiller arid tools. Watch later date for
detailed listing. For the best in Professional Auction
Service call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service

PRICED TO SELL - TAKE YOUR
PICK You can afford th
adorable starter home with 2
bedrooms on an acre lot just
minutes from town It's completely redecorated with new
carpet, wallpaper. paint and
plumbing
Just $21.300
ANOTHER BARGAIN. Only
$13,500. This 3 bedroom home
features extra large rooms and
a huge attic on acre lot. Call
Spann Realty Associates, 7537724.

[

KENINCIOD•
KD-1600 Belt-Drive, Semi-Automatic Turntabl
Low Mass Straight Tonearm- Two Motors
Reg
$139.95

NOW

$0095
Sunset
Boulevard
Music

DIXIE LAND CE NT E R NO 7
CHESTNUT ST RAE T
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 002-7530113

03)KENWOOD
YOUR KENWOOD HOME AUDIO DEAL ER
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753-1222
AllIM

CONTEMPORARY
CHARM .
You'll fall in love with
this quality built 4
bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates.
Home has many
outstanding features
including large den
with
woodburning
fireplace, formal dining room, large
bedrooms, and exquisite design and
decor
throughout.
Priced in the $70's.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for full
Real Estate Service.
PRICE
REDUCED!
Completely remodeled
brick home one block
from the University.
Home is just like new
from the carpets to the
ceiling, plus new kitchen and bath.
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
the mid $30's and
owner will coniider
financing. Price just
lowered $1750 to
$35,750. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for courteous, competant Real Estate Service.

1979 Cordoba power windows,
seats cruise stereo, leather intend 25 000 miles. excellent
Call from 8am-5pm 753-0445.
utter 6 pm 753-3936
1975 Olds Cutlass wagon wood
grain luggage rack good tires
and air-conditioned $900
753-8076
1974 Plymouth Satalite.
Custom small V8 4-door excellent condition Call 7531419

40.ktitOTSMVices

AM=

52-.1Wis and Motors
Attention fishermen' Don t
pass this up' Price reduced
hardly ever used 17 bass boat
loaded with extras, take best
reasonable otter or trade for
farm tractor, pickup or small
car Call atter 5 pm 753-4346
14 Alumnicratt with 20 hp
Johnson and trailer with
Silvertr011 trolling motor Call
435-4460 or 753-8719
21 Ft sailboat 502-554-5090
after 4 pm
IS Fiberglass, '65 Evinrude.
$1500 Call 474-271/

1

53. Services Offered
Guttering by Sears Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 753
/310 for tree estimate
ticensed electrician and gas in
stallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
MOBILE NOME. ANCHORS
underpinning roof's sealed
patio awnings and house type
roof s for mobile homes 753
1873 lack Glover
Need work on your trees' Topp
mg, pruning, shaping_ complete removal and more Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care, 7538536
Professional
painting.
paperhanging paneling Commercial or residential 20 years
experience Free estimates'
759 1987

For
Sale

Dale & Stubblefield

15

QUALITY FARM EQUIPMENT AUCTION

ATTENTION MR. FARMER and MR. DEALER
THE 6th ANNUAL GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

AUCTION

Date: March 14, 1981

10:00 a.m.

Location: At Murray, Ky. Take Hwy. 641 toward Paris, in, Turn at Holiday Inn follow auction
arrows. Turn at Sinking
Springs Baptist Church. Signs will also be displayed on State Hwy. 94 to farm.
Reason for sale: Mr. Duff Erwin is retiring therefore he has no further use for

his equipment.

At The Fairgrounds- Mayfield, Ky.
If you have machinery for sale or if you are in
need of some good used machinery, then mark you,
calendar now and plan to attend this auction
WE WELCOME YOU AS A BUYER, SELLER OR
VISITOR
For Further Information Concerning The Auction
Contact:

JAMES R.
Auction

A H

eer
lite
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
51111:466or (502) 623-6939

EXCEPTIONAL HOME: This home has been exceptionally well maintained, has vinyl siding. recently
carpeted. A-1 tip top super duper, unbelieveable condition, washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator, and dishwasher stays; central electric heat and air large lot
and priced at only $35:000.
ELEVEN PERCENT (11%) INTEREST: If you are waiting
for the interest rates to fall before you go home hunting we can offer those lower rates to you today. We
hove owner financing at eleven percent (11 %1 interest to offer on a three 131 bedroom brick within
walking distance of the M.S.U. campus. Over 2,100
square feet and offered in the low forty's. This house
is priced to sell and has the added plus of low interest
rates plus no dosing costs If you want a bargain call
us today

TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND EQUIPMENT
Combine: M-Gleoner with both headers, 6 row corn head, selling
seporate then sold together. Trucks: 8160 2 ton IH
ruck, almost new groin bed & hoist, 500 series Dodge 2 ton with excellent
bed & hoist. 2 ton Chevy truck, 65 model 2
on truck wino bed, 69 model 2 ton truck sv.,..no bed, 72 2 ton truck
w.ispreader box. Tractors: 4230 John Deere, 1 owner,
2077.hrs., power shift, extra clean, 4020 John Deere, power shift, 1
owner, 3000 hrs., Allis Chalmers 10211, tractor
w/duals, unbelievable this tractor-2249 hrs., 150 Mossey Ferguson
. Machinery: 6 Row MF cultivator 1250 John Deere
5-16- plow, 1250 John Deere 6-16- plow, 3 pt spray rig & tank. 2 sets tar*
of
mtg. frames, John Deere 7000 planter6 row w..dust boxes-fertilizer boxes - insecticide augers, Old wagon, I 2 ft wheel disk (KrOuSel Lily Roterra.
16 ft . 3 pt.
HD fertilize spreader, pressure sprayer. 6 row Brillion cult.. 4 row John Deere cult 3 pt
chisel plow w gouge wheels-1
yr. old, pull type chisel plow, set of soddle tanks. 24 ft grain auger 4 row John Deere planter large water
tank on skids,
18 ft. Krause hydraulic fold over disk, hydraulic rams, 2 row tobacco setter, several small items, chains,
belts. Spring is
here, look, 16 ft. alu, bass boot, 35 h.p. Johnson, Hots Claw troiler 8 trolling motor.
Terms of Sole: Cash cashier's check personal checks will require proper I.D. Credit letter from
your bank to unknow
buyeek. The above terms will be complied with. --Owner- Duff Erwin, Rt, 4, Murray, Ky. Ph. 502-753-4767
Auctioneer's Note, This will only be of interest to the people that don't know Mr. Erwin.
This is the most field ready
clean equipment I've ever seen. There's a difference in equipment, here we have this equipment always
been under roof.

John C.
Neubauer, Realtor
753-0
753-75
101
31 (Off.)
1111 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

Announcement dey al sole will have precedence over printed matt(,

Auctioneers: Ed -Bogie" Bogard
lic. 548 Licensed in Ky. and Tenn.
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1963 Studebaker Lark. 48.000
For sale 283 engine 4-speed miles good condition Can be
seen at /115 Catesborough
transmission
linkage and
shifter. Luv truck headers and Sharp 1976 Ford Elite. whitei- 53-.Tervices Offered
"If we don't find oil, maybe we'll hit Water:Pipes
Call 753-7400 8-5 PM blue. mags air and AM-FM 8- ALO3A ALUMINUM SIDING or
There's a big demand for that, too."
siding and trim
track. $1000 Call 161-4454
753-3619 after 5
Aluminum trim for brick
Import Auto Salvage, 68-73 50. Used Trucks
houses lack Glover. 753-1873
43. Real Estate
45. Farms For Sale
Volkswagen bumper. $20
1974 Chevy Tandem dump
Bob's
Home Improvement SerToyota.
Datsun,
Opal.
Capris. with new tiles Take over
Farmland for rent Call after 5
vice Remodeling painting cebivalves, ba•olopars, La
and Fiat and Simco parts Call payments
pm,
474-8829
or
best
offer
753Aso', radii la sae Ibis
ment work general home
474-2325 after 5 pm Monday- 1261
wrap, Wool at sisiv
46. Homes For Sale
maintenance and inspections
Friday
Raking.
Laat•d
a
1976 Chevrolet. 4W0,4pecial Free estimates 753-4501
By owner Three bedroom 49. Used Cars
11111sivell
111•••1
••il
model with stripes stibit bed.
briek. two baths, walk-in
Klaosweal
Dria, Ibis
1978 Buick LeSabre one stepside. AM-FM 8-track. COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN
closets and much storage
SHOP Lawnmowers. RotoPeoPoill i•Nli. PaP•41
ilsalassel avoid mala 25throughout Insulated to TVA owner. 32.000 actual miles camper top New tires brakes. tillers, chain saws experti•
Call 474-2337
shocks. tune-up. $3500 75330 lots Saari. &scalars
standards Priced in the 850's.
repaired Pickup and deliver'
,
wok. this Iva lavatousa
For appointment call 753- 1976 Blue Camaro IT. real 8984.
available 489-2853 8 AM to 5
For any type of carler Ma torture (al Soda,
sharp. 753-1934 or after 7 pm 1976 Dodge Van. customized. PM
2937
pentry
work,
753-1861
58.000
actual
miles.
$2950 Concrete and block. brick
ShroatBy owner: 3 bedroom brick,
work.
Call 1-354-6217
residential or com1976
Chevy
van
located
automatic
at
Basement
522
.
South
s.
drjrieways
6th
storm
St
.
Waldrop
mercial, see Kynois
good condition $1600 436- 1980 Datsun pickup truck. 5- cellars, porches 20 years CI
Low 830's. Call 753-8262
Real Estate
/415
speed, low mileage. 30 mpg penence 753-5476
or Jimmy McClure.
For sale Furnished. year round
Shale aft Castor 759-1707
cabin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff 1969 Chevy Nova. /-door good Call 753-5249 after 6 pm.
489-2697 or 436Custom made iFold
r
patio
1979 Datsun King cab pickup. furniture. ch rs. ;chaise
Shores Kitchen, living room tires. $595. 753-4445
5812.
44. lots For Sale
759-1915
and large sundeck on first floor For sale
tables. stools )940 stand
1964 Triumph TR-4.
level bedroom bath and front Moving,
best offer Also tool 1971 Ford l• ton pickup 753-7477.
sundeck on second floor Pric- boxes
and some tools Phone 48.000 miles. 1977 Y1-100 Do all types of plumbing. large
ed to sell in the 820's, inYamaha motorbike. 753-9393. or small jobs, all work guarFOR SALE: Lakeview and
153-0702_
Wet basement' We make wet
cluding range refrigerator, airnanteed. 5 years experience basements dry,
waterfront lots on Kenconditioner. new 40 gallon For sale. 1973 4-door Chevrolet 1964 Ford. 6 cylinder, straight
work complete753-5360
tucky Lake. Also water•
ly guarenteed Call or write
water heater. Special discount car good condition good tires, shift, short bed. new topper,
front and lakeview lots
good condition Call 753-9181 Fence sales at Sears now. Call Morgan Construction
for cash or can be financed if price $750. Call 437-4394.
Co..
on Barkley Lake at
Sears. 753-2310 for free Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
you qualify. Shown by appoint 1976 Grand Prix. one owner. or 753-8124.
KY 42001. or call day or night.
Donaldson Bay. Owner
men only. Phone 753-5791 or cruise, tape, air, power, very 1979 Ford 4-wheel drive. low estimate for your needs.
753-2649
will finance. See or call
clean. Call 354-6278 after 5 mileage Call 435-4392
General home repair. 15 years 1-442-7026.
Kynois McClure, 436Three bedroom brick one block pm.
For sale 1977 Ford. 1100 ac- experience in carpentry Will do plumbing, heating.
5812.
masonary plumbing, roofing, carpentry, and roofing 753from University, large kitchen 1970 Impala, full power air, 4- tual miles. 753-441-5.,
.•
and siding Free estimates no 2211.
family room with lots of door hardtop, low mileage, sell
1973
Intersiati
onal
truck
van.
lob too small Call 474-2276
cabinets, utility room with or trade. Call 436-2146
Will haul driveway white rock
22 . 106 model food condi
washer -dryer
hookup.
and Ag lime, also have any type
tidy,
price
$2995.95
Call
1979
Mustang
1901
power
steering
Lot in Circarama Subdivision aluminum storm doors and
ROOFING
of brown or white pea gravel.
facing Glendale. all utilities in- storm windows insulation in and brakes, lots of extras_ Call 642-7190 ask for extension 4.`;
& Oink.
Also do backhoe work Call
or
37
435-4238
between
4
and
cluded, natural gas, walls and ceiling Fif711 cash
8
11•1
AU
lark
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
90x125x103x176 759-1234 price in 840's or can be financ Pm
giarairial
51. Campers
753-6763.
•
after 4 pm 759-4626
ed for qualified buyer. For ap- 1979 Monte Carlo Landau
Call 759-1151 or
Sleeper camper trailer. 1-.;
Warning! Don't read this unless
pointment phone 753-5791 or white on burgandy
753-6511.
low small car Like new
FOR SALE
you re in need of roofing,
Call 436
753-2649.
mileage. loaded 1979 Mark V
Lot in Panorama Shores,
2146
carpentry or electrical work.
Call
753-4647
after
7
pm
Two
bedroom
K
Removal.
&
Stump
K
country home
overlooking
Do you New or repair_ All guaranteed.
lake.
1977 Wheeler pop-up camper need stumps
removed from Call be 753-9226 for free
Water, septic tank, and, with 2 to 10 acres, outsleeps 6, perfect condition your yard
buildings,
land
and
or
shop
cleared
of estimate.
Call
474driveway already in.
with lots of extra camping sup- stumps-,
2337
We can remove
Owner will finance. Call
plies Call 753-4112 at night
stumps up to 24- below the We do housecleaning and we
47. Motorcycles
753-5405.
753-7795 after 6 pm.
ground, leaving only sawdust have references. 753-8209 or
1980 CX-500 Custom Honda.
52. Boats and Motors and chips. Call for . free 753-7187.
1979 Monte Carlo, Lan45. Farms For Sire
- black
with adjustable back
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 55. Feed And Seed
dau,
white on burgunFor sale
14' V-bottom
180 Acre row crop farm, 130 rest low miles, excellent conor Bob Kemp. 1r 435-4319
dy; 1979 Mark IV, Car•
Hay $1.60 per bale. Straw balaluminum
with
40
acres tillable Call 474-2337
Evinrude
hp
dition $2150 Call 753-8257
tier, white on burgun•
ed with wheat, $1.25. Call 753and trailer $750 Call 759•
perso.1
touch
that
For
try
4755
dy; lake front cabin,
4845
• us Wedding photography
•
loading ramp and dock.
57. Wanted
18'z' Tr -hull. 140 hp
CARTER STUDIO
Call 753-4647 after 7
inboard/outboard, power tilt, "
sr
Looking for female to share
p.m.
and trailer Sale or trade for
304 Morn
753 8298 .
We offer a
rent at nice duplex Rent $150
bass boat 759-1915.
% Cash Discount
Call 759-1962 after 630
on doctors prescriptions.
Vitamin Headquarters in Murray
A full service drug store since 1905
Sth •5 Main
Phew* 733-1231

SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1981
moo A.M.- RainUr Shine

435-1128, Lynn Grove
Serving Murray and Calloway Co. for 35 years

49. Used Cars

For sale 1977 750 lionda
Super Sport, 9 000 miles new
tires
excellent condition
$1300 153-9507
1976 Honda 6000 Wigs extra
good shape $50() Cal 435(398
1980 Honda Express II best of
ler Phone 759-1158
1975 Honda 360-T helmets
extras Excellent condition
Call 753 6204

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
kot
W,rrTh,

Murray-Callow”
County Realty
(502)753-8146
304 N 1211. St
Murray Ky 42071

47. Motorcycles

FOR RENT

i"-al

nice country
frame
with
3
bedrooms, 1 bath, with
w/w carpet, fireplace,
gas heater in den, near
the lake. Also garage
and work shop - apartment on approximately 1L.: acres. Has real
good well, 2 septic
systems.,

31E 10X

43 Real Estate
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Funeral
Darcy Musser Dies
At The Age Of 3§
At St. Louis, Mo.
Darcy. Musser, brother of
Mrs. Lorene Cooley and
Howard Musser of New Concord, died Feb. 24 at Firmin
Delage Hospital. St. Louis
University-, St. Louis, Mo. He
was 38 years of age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Hazel Painter Musser,
two daughters, Angela Musser
of St. Louis, Mo., and Darcy
Dec Musser of Paris, Tenn.,
and five step children.
Also surviving are his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Musser, Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Rosetta
Doughty.
Mayfield, and Mrs. I.orene
Cooley, New Concord; five
brothers - Howard of New
Concord, William of Texas,
Kenneth of Mayfield, Anthony
of Tennessee. and Jimmy of
Missouri.
The funeral was held Friday, Feb. 27. at the Hoffmeister Beiderwieden
Funeral Home,St. Louis, Mo.,
with burial in the Jefferson
Barracks National Cemetery
there.
BASEBALL
The Murray State Racers
will meet Memphis State
University at 2:30 p.m. on
Saturday, March 14 on
Reagan Field at Murray State
University.

Over 500 Register For
Local DECA Conference
The 22 Distributive Education Clubs of America DECA
registered at Murray State
University on March 2. Over
500 students, Leachers, and
guests registered for the
Region I DECA Conferenice
and contests to be held March
23 at MSU.
The conference will consist
of a general session at 12 noon
with contests beginning at 1
p.m. The banquet will be at 6
p.m with an awards session at
7 p.m. The conference will be
hosted by the Murray State
DECA Club.
Schools to be represented include Murray Area Vocational
School, Mayfield High, Marshall County, Heath High,
Lone Oak High, Reidland
High, Tilghman High,
Caldwell High, Christian
County, Hopkinsville High,
Madisonville-North Hopkins,
South Hopkins High,
Muhlenberg Central High,
Trigg County High, Webster
County High, Appollo High,
Owensboro High, Ohio Count.
High, Union County High,
Daviess County SVTS, and
Henderson County AVEC.
The top three winners in
each of the contests will be invited to state competition to be
held April 16. 17, and 18 at
Louisville.
Local DECA Club members
of the Murray Area Vocational

mimrvs

West
Side

ik

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$700 B
CO
ANUS
ON ANY 81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$500BONU
OUS
S
ON ANY '81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

rcd

641 South Murray
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

CitiNIRAL MOTORS PParT3

VIIION

Newborn Boy Appeared
Dead Revived Only To
Die Hours Later
CHARLESTON, Miss. I AP)
-- A newborn boy who appeared dead at birth revived
at a funeral home only to die
hours later of respiratory
failure and apparent brain
damage,officials say.

The baby was rushed back
to the hospital, but died of
respiratory failure and anparent brain damage that occurred - before birth, a doctor
said.
Memphis, Tenn., television
station WMC reported the incident in a copyright story.
"Even if it had survived the
first five or ten minutes, it
would have been a brain-

WASHINGTON ( AP) First lady Nancy Reagan said
in an interview broadcast
Wednesday that she and her
husband are "doing the things'
that all people are doing now
with inflation."
In an interview with NBC
News, the first lady said,
"We're not making any money
here and we're not spending
as much money."
Her husband is paid $200,000
a year as president.
"We tightened our belt in
many ways," she said."We're
doing that things that all peo'pie are doing now with inflation. You're just pulling in.

TIMrs T•
Levi's
4
,tomafflimmmonnemi
SALE
r
o
$
75-36882

Olympic
Plaza

March 5-March 8 Thurs.-Sun.

All Men's

BASIC JEANS

You have to. We're selling our
home in Pacific Palisades,
which we dearly love."
The Reagans have put the
home on the market for an
asking price of $1.9 million.
Mrs. Reagan has said that
one of the programs she wants
to concentrate on as first lady'
is drug abuse and she said in
the interview that "we talked
about drugs a lot" with their
children.
Asked if she knew whether
they had used drugs, she said,
-I think they probably smoked
marijuana at one time or
another but ... they didn't
smoke it and smoke it and
smoke it.
Asked if she disapproved,
she said,"I understand it. It's
like having your first
cigarette, you know."
The Reagans have two
children, Patti and Ron Jr.
Reagan has two other children
- Michael and and Maureen
- from his first marriage to
actress Jane Wyman.

March 6-21
g Sale Savings/
Prizes!

Spr

INDOSTRIAL ROAD - 753-1423
Aqua-Queen
LAWN SPRINKLER

6.95

26-in. 8-pt,
HAND
SAW

Reg sug
Pr $875
No 4220

5.29
Reg sug
Pr $820

•

No 100

'39.95
Reg sug pr 549 95

1 -ton
POWER
PULL

'17995

32 65
Reg sug
pr. $40 25
Hoist and puller

1

American Molars.
Ashland
American Telephone ,
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G AF
leneral Dynamic
General Mobil

Over 200 Pair
Ladies Fashion Jeans
S1 .

Reg sug
pr $20.50

99

"J"'

Nip
Warin
km.•ft••

General Tire
Croodruh
I:midyear
1:ulf

Come In and Shop Our Final Clearance
On Our Fall Merchandise At Our
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!

lieublem

111`.-'s

I BM
Ferns,
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt

•
62's •
2Psb.21'sa
17's one
3" urn'
211'4 uric

Quaker Oats
Texaco

32'.•..

U S Tobacco
Wendy's
C ,
I Fund

40-'
22 +b. 22',a
16 V

as
tliWIft%.VIntektiNal
"
1
‘
-t.

121-CT

In'•
33.. .,

rnov

can

Reg sug pr $23 05
Covers well Cleans itseit
Resists Checking
Oil base No 271

2.50
Reg sag pr

S3 25
No 2425C

A

LONG HANDLE
SHOVEL /

5.65
Reg sug pr $720

Electric
Fence
Posts

carton 0120
Reg sug pr $28 95
Round steel rod-type 3 8in diameter 2 insulators
per post Wrap-around anchor plate No 414-2W-54

31-gal. Steel

STEEL
GARDEN
RAKE

'5.75

Round Point
Hardwood Hand/

Reg sug
pr $730

No 1 5-61 3

TRASH
CAN
$1099

CADET 78
WHEELBARROW

40.95

Reg sug
pr $46 95

•

A rugged long-lasting trash
can Galvanized to resist
rust for years No 1331
No 7:
1111111I
S

TURF-GRO
Lawn Fertilizer

3/
1
2-gal. COMPRESSED
AIR SPRAYER
$2250 Rei2s;low

$85°

Reg sug pr
$1035

Each hiig. feeds 5 000 square
feet 16-4-8 analysis 50 percent
of nitrogen is slow release

Galvanized tank Brass pump Brass
extension No 140U

TURF-TRIM 31/2-hp
22-in. MOWER

350o

Reg sug pr
$15500

8-in poly wheels Chrome
folding handle Quick cutting height actitistmerit
Ill to 3inches)
No 1224-12

co-op SPD
POLY
TIRES
AS LOW AS
$3
550

PLUS
SI 62

FET
A78 13 WHITEWALL
SIZE
PRICE
PLUS FET
E78-14
$39.00
$2 12
F78-14
542.00
$2 23
1378-14
$43.50
$238
$44.00
G78-15
$2 46
1-178-15
$46. 50
$266
4-ply polyester, tires Outstanding mileage
durability control
LI,

yerrmirrymirrfolromovirwtyrrrlyr
504

L5.°02:

OFF

DOG FOOD
DISCOUNT
COUPON

43..-..
4.. unc

499i

Brush cutter tut evadable

$1 915 2 gal

PISTOL-GRIP
HOSE
NOZZLE

No 2A

31,
141's

.39",

Reg sug pr $19995
This Hornelite 20-in cut
model lets you handle
heavier, tougher work
No ST-200

REINFORCED
GARDEN HOSE
50 ft. - . in.

97.95

Pror mI 00. Its of los al intermt
I
ni lio al tune today.furnished by First
MP rogan('Sp , of Marro)
Industrial Average
Air Products

GENERAL
PURPOSE
WHITE
Exterior Paint

HAND SEED &
FERTILIZER
SOWER

Stock Market

$13.99

HeavyDuty
String
Trimmer
llIIIi

PRECISION
GARDEN SEEDER

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP - USDA
Cattle 100; not enough of any class for
accurate once test.
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 43.25-46 10.
vealers 2(0 lb 86.00, feeders 1-2 steers
and bulls 415-550 lb 60.00-66 50: 1-2 steers
690-835 lb 51906350: 600-690 lb bulb
54 00-61 50. heifers 1-2 340-440 lb $5 60.
58.75.
tlo6s.20% barrows and dilLs 50 higher;
1.2 230-2$0 lb 4120-41 75. 23235 lb 4075.
sows 1.504.00 huther, 1-2 365-400 lb 38 003400. 400-450 lb 29 00-40.00. 450-500 lb
40 00-I I 00. 630 lb 41.60. 2-3 350-450 it,
A 75-3540. boars over 3C0 lb 33 19:1175.
under 300 lb 2810-29 50,
Sheep 25. untested

•Stroight Leg •Boot leg •Flore •Bog Bell

•

damaged infant at the time of
delivery." said Dr. Theodore
1.ewis.
I.ewis said consultants
agreed Wednesday that no
heroic effort be made to save
the infant because it was
brain-damaged."
Perry
Newsom. of
Newsom's Funeral Home,
where the child was taken
Tuesday night, said he heard
the baby crying when he opened up Wednesday morning.
"I called the hospital and
asked for a doctor," said
Newsom. "I put it in my car
and took it back...I was just
glad the baby was living."
The baby died at 1:30 p.m.,
said Bill Ergle, hospital administrator.
The child was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Sherman Jr.,
authorities said. Sherman is a
vice president of the Bank of
Charleston.

Mrs. Reagan Says First
Family Is Doing Things
,To Cope With Inflation

9:30 a.m.
8:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
1:00-5:00
Sun.

.1

Cardine Choate, Advertising
i two entries; Zandra Hughes
and
Tunya
Pridemore,
Finance and Credit 'two en,
tries).
C'ompeteney Based Manager Owned - Marilyn
Hendricks, Apparel and Accessories; Tina Pritchett,
Food Marketing; Felecia
Elkins. General Merchandise;
Bobby McCuiston, Petroleum;
Teresa Bridges, Food Service.
Kentucky Events - Cindy
Massey, DECA Creed; Sheila
Irvin, Public Speaking;
Katrina Perrin, Job Interview; Jennifer Waldrop, Sales
Demonstration; Kristie Clark.
Advertising layout; Gaye
Woodall, Display.
Parliamentary Procedure
Team
Rhonda Manners,
Sandra Colson, Lisa Dick,
Jackie Ramsey. DeeDee
Rogers, Keith Muskgrow, and
Sherry Alexander.

tates

No 6-82732W

The boy, born Tuesday at
Tallahatchie
General
Hospital, was found crying
Wednesday at the funeral
home where he had been left
overnight, medical authorities
said.

Court
Square

Open Fridays
111 8:30 P.M.
KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

School have registered in the
following events:
Creative Manuals - boys
Pridemore.
Creative
Marketing Project; Penny
Elkins, Anti-shoplifting.
Written
Occupational
Manuals
Barbie Mattox,
Apparel and Accessories:
Susan Anderson, Finance and
Credi t ; Kathy Bynum,
General Merchandise; kinkily
Thompson, Food Marketing.
Competency Based - Master
Employee - Susan Bogard
and Diana Cunningham, Apparel and Accessories two entries I; Deana Conner and
Kevin Fielder, Food
Marketing two entries ); Debbie Ferguson and Barbara
Fry, General Merchandise
i two entries): Bobby McCuiston, Petroleum one entry I; lAiri Glover and Bonnie
Stone, Food Service two entries: Virginia Beam and

)
4
.
out

TURF-TRAC 11 -hp
LAWN
TRACTOR

Good for 50' discount on box ot twelve
6 oz packages Bog Red Moist Burger
Top nutntion plus guaranteed good
taste
Bnng in March 6-21. 1981
Not good after this date
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ElecInc start _engine Peerless.
5-speed transaxle 38-in floatmg deck with wheels Cornfortable seat No 3385-1
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